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VOLUME

ALHUQUEKQUE,

20

CHARGED WITH

MURJ&tR WITH
ROBBERY RAGES

BRIBING MAYOR

Burglars Fired Upon and Arrested in Seattle For
Killed While Robbing
Paying the Mayor

$6,000.

Railway Shops.
VILLAGE GREATLY

EXCITED GOT BIG PAVING CONTRACT

Wealthy Banker Pound Bound Denver Judge Gets Red Headed and Commits DisHand and Foot With
trict Attorney.
Head Crushed.
NO ATIEMPT

MADE

AT

100K

ROBBERY

CASTS TO ANOTHER

COURT

NEW MEXICO, SATURDAY

FUTURE KING OF THE STANDARD OIL ACROSS

Taeoma, Wash., Jan. 20. Fred T.
Sherman was arrested In Seattle today, charged
with
having
bribed
George T. Wright, mayor of Tacomas
with $6,0oo. Sherman had been employed by both the Barber and Independent Asphalt companies, and the
bribery is alleged to have been committed during the issuance of exten
sive
in Tacoma re
cently. MayorWrlght denies having
received any money. Bribery or an
KILLED BY CRUSHING
attempt at bribery Is a felony In
HEAD WITH FLATIRON. Washington.
,
' Warren, Ohio, Jan.
20. The people of Went Farmiugton,
a village DISTRICT ATTORNEY GOES
near here, are greatly excited today
TO JAIL FOR DOING, DUTY,
as a result of the mysterious murder,
Colo., Jan. 20. Judge Frank
Denver,
last night of E. K. Lewis, a wealthy Johnson today fined District Attorney
An unknown George Stlger $500 for contempt of
banker and farmer.
man came to the home. of Lewis In court,
and ordered him committed lo
. a
I
1
I.
'
Th
,
., " 7 """V,.: ihe county Jail until the fine'shall be
paid. The
p
trouble aroBe over the
a
iun
nunit;, mo uinA
.
.rtL LUC tUU Kfl LI'
U1ICU
cases, which were begun
man found Lewis dead with his head Ramblers
Johnson in Octooer, but
crushed, while his hands and feet Y. Jlui;e
lca were takn fT?m
co"rt
i were tightly bound. Lewis' skull hud
the west side
been crushed with a flatlron. Lewis hJfh an1 removed
criminal division, for trial The
held many thousands
of dollars'
worth of chattel mortgages, and it is J'"1' "lrt fiat bt ger was ohstruct-believelllt! administration of justice. The
that a quarrel over one
The '"strict attorney claims that there is
these resulted !n his death.
murderer made no attempt to rob a statute which provides that
ses shall be tried in the
It is believed, as the latter's 'nal
and pocketbook were found on nal division, and that he simply did
his duty. The judge gave Stlger a
his person.
terrible scoring In open court.
HOME FOR VETERANS
AND WIDOWS OF WAR. NEW YORK COUPLE
WILL TRY WEDLOCK
New York. Jan 20 The members
New York, Jan. 20. Mr. Lloyd Asof the recently organized War Vet
of the late
erans' and Widows' Home Assocla- - pinwall, a
tlon will hold their second meeting William H. Asplnwall, after whom As
this afternoon, at the residence or the plnwall, the eastern terminus of the
president, Mrs. C. L. Morehouse. It railroad crossing the Isthmus of Pan-wa- s
originally proposed to hold the ama, and completed in 1855, was
meeting in the evening, to enable the! named, and Miss Bessie Moulton, the
men interested in the plan, to attend youngest daughter of Mrs. Arthur
.the meeting, but some of the veterans Julian Moulton. and a
out that the movement would daughter of the late Aloses Taylor,
at
depend almost altogether upon the were married here tills morning
Miss
good will and patriotism of the women, the Church of the Incarna'.lo-,- .
for whom it would be easier to attend May Moulton was her sister's maid of
a meeting in the afternoon than in honor, and Miss Constance Pratt,
the evening. It is proposed to incor- - Miss Adelaide Bayliss, MIsb Louise
porate the society as a state organ- - Vandeihoof, Miss Annie Leffingwell
ization and present a petition to the and Miss Jane Lewis acted as brides-mayo- r
and the board of aldermen, for, maids. Staunton Whitney, George M.
the use of the Jurael Mansion as a sol- - Kobbe, Carleten Bunce, Emerson
'home.
A great deal of inter- - strong and Howard Marshall were th;
est Is manifested in the plan and usners ,ann iieginaia jonnson or uan
fuud3 are coming in from all direc fornla, the best man. The ceremony
tlons in a highly satisfactory manner. was followed by a reception at the
It is expected that several prominent house of Mrs. Moulton, or. Fifth avewar veterans will attend the meeting, nue.
ihta nftninnn. arwl will Hellvpr short
addresses in favor of the movement. MORMON ELDERS NOT
UP TO USE OF GAS.
St. IxmiIs, Mo., Jan. 20. Walter L.
CARNATION DAY HONORS
M'KINLEY.
Wilson, of Safford, Ariz., and S. L.
MEMORY OF
Canton, O., Jan. 20. Today is the Cox. of Idaho Falls, iuaho, Mormon
anniversary of the birthday of the elders, were taken In an unconscious
late President McKinley, and it is condition from a room in the Oregon
generally observed by the friends and 'hotel this morning, both having been
admirers of the late president as "Car overcome by gas. A railroad ticket
nation Day, in all parts of the coun- and $1)5 in money, which it Is stat
try. Neatly everybody in this city, ed Cox had placed under his pillow,
Is are unaccounted for.
where the president had his home,
Both were un
1!
V.n' familiar with gas jets, and it is pre
louay, auu.1
wearing curuttuous
cemetery,
tomb of McKinley, in the
sumed that they failed to entirely s'hut
was profusely decorated with carna- off the flow when they retired. It is
Mctions, the favorite flower or Mr.
believed that loth will recover.
Kinley. The Carnation League ot
America, which was founded shortly GENERAL LEONARD WOOD
after McKinley's death, has done much
WILL SUCCEED CORBIN.
Manila,
to keep the memory vt the lamented
Jan. 2o. Major General
president awake, and its members, Ixonard Wood will succeed Major
who are scattered all over1 the United General Corbin In command of the
States, never fall to observe the birth- military division of the Philippines,
day and the day of McKinley's death on February 1. Major General Corbin
liy wearing one of bis favorite flow- will leave on February 2 for San
ers in their buttonholes.
Francisco, via Hong Kong.
.
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WM. G. ROCKEFELLER, NEPHEW
OF JOHN, HASN'T THE SOLEMN
VISAGE OF THE REST OF THE
KEROSENE FAMILY-HILAUGH

-

great-grandso-

A

FEATURE

PEN PICTURE.

Wrq. O. Rockefeller, the nephew of
the great oil king, and who is looked
upon as the future head of the Standard -- il company, l the only one of
the family who appears to have any
stn6e of tumor, or takes the least
enjoyment of life.
John D., and his son, John Jr., seldom smile or laugh, at least they do
not while the public Is an onlooker.
Not so with Wm. G. Rockefeller. One
of bis chief characteristics Is his
laugh. It is all the more striking on
account of the solemn sobriety of the
other members of the billion-dollfamily.
The revellatlons of the Missouri
oil Investigation may not prove of
material service to the world at
large, but one thing it has proved
and that is that one of the members
of the far liy'of the king of trusts
cat. and does laugh.
loung Mr. Rockefeller is like his
uncle In one particular, however. He
is nearly as bald, and he is prema
turely so, too, for he Is scarcely on
years old. His head is a strange
mingling of youth and maturity, for
the top appears aged, with its shiny
top, while the sides have the thick
brown locks of a lad still in his teens.
It is from his father that William
G. has Inherited the most of his facial characteristics.
He has the large
nose of the Rockefellers, intensified
and longer than any other member
of the family, and it enas In a well
defined hook. His mouth is not so
large as his father's, and is partially
concealed by a heavy brown mustache, which is cut short and is
rather shabby.
His head is well shaped, but it has
not the bumps of his financial uncle,
nor the extraordinarily wide and high
forehead of his father. His eyes are
hard, so that the laugh which was
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WITH FRANCE
PROVES SLY DIPLOMAT.
Paris, Jan. .20. Officials here agree
that France's action In Venezuela Is
hampered by the pecuinir situation
that foreign claims on customs are
regarded as placing a blockade almost out of the question. It la feared
that if France should stop commerce,
Castro would immediately seize this
as a pretext for refusing to comply
with Venezuelan obligations towards
other nations. Preparations are going forward for the reinforcement of
the French squadron, but the object
of this step is still undefined. This
much is regarded as certain: France's
next move will depend on the result
of M. Jusserand's conference at
Washington.

veloped figure. He is Inconspicuous
in his dress, ana has so little of an
air about him of either style or wealth
that he would pass unnoticed in a
large gathering of men.

CONGRESS AT WORK

ON

ON MINOR MATTERS

PLANT PURCHASE

Delegates Are Appointedlto
the Coming Hague Peace
Conference.

te

tern and Plant.

ktPORTED

bill.

:

d--

f

RATE BILL

IN

COMMITTEE

office-holde-

Relative to the action taken at last
night's meeting or the city council, a
or The Evening Citizen
called upon a few of the tax payers
and representative citizens of Albu- with the following questions:
"In view of the propostillon made to
the city council, last evening, by tnu
Water companv, do you think it advls-- '
aide for the city to purchase the
wuttr .,ia.ii m.ri ir u.i ot n.hai mlw?
Or do you r'avor extending the present
franchise on more favorable terms to
the consumer, or do you favor the city
putting in an
modern plain

withdrawn and city set about at once
to install new plant. " I consider
000 a very generous offer.
Simon htern.
Clothier Buy the
plant ror wliat It is worm, n
ciiise is extended rates should be re- adjusted equitably,
P. E. Sturges, of Sturges European
I don't drink water,
bee some or
the other merchants,
Jhu Horiadalle. Second Hand Mer- chandlse Dealer Do not believe In

To

Be

Perfected

for

rs

full-fledg- ed

ForaKer.

Urgency Deficiency is

fran-quenj- ue

'

TUESDAY

Representative Moon of Tennessee,
Interrupted the argument to say: "I
object to the gentleman from Micb
gan and the gentleman from Missou '
having this fuss here, when in pr
vate they express opposite opinion!
Rodey decried the system of tax
tlon In both New Mexico1 and ArUoi .
and said that corporate
influenc
nave been draining both territori t
and holding down their own taxi
Under Joint statehood, he said, t .
people of the two territories cot
unite and curb these Influences
prevent their public domain from b
lng stolen. He pronounced the .
nunclatlon of the Mexican populate
in New Mexico as ridiculous, ai :
said that the Mexicans were rell
POSITION OF RUSSIA'8
ious and law abiding, and in no seni
CONSTITUTIONAL DEMOCRATS a menace to the welfare of the pit
St. Petersburg, Jan. 20. The role posed state.
In answer to questions from Rep
of the constitutional democratic par- ty In the national assembly, accord- - Tesentatlve Moon, Rodey made a de
lng to a resolution adopted at the tailed statement of how the corpor
convention which opened here Jan- - j ate influences get control of the ter
uary 18, will be to obstruct all odi- - rltorial governments, which are donv
nary legislation.
However, In case lnated by the federal
the attempt at the first session to He frankly eald that he and Delegat
convert the assembly Into a
smith and other well known me?
constituent body Is unsuc- ride on railroad passes and plac
cessful, the members of the consti- themselves unde robligations to th
tutional democratic party will en companies. Under statehood, he said
deavor to secure the passage of an the governors would be responsibU
election law ror a general, uirect and directly to the people and the publlt
equal suffrage, together with statute demand for increased taxation ot cor
guaranteeing liberty of speech, of as- - porate Interests would be respecte
sembly, of the press and of religious for political reasons. Rodey's speed
opinion, and ror the pacification of closed the hearing before the houa
the country.
committee.

0. ROCKEFELLER.

frequently on his face during the In- vestigaiion, was oi me ps, ana not
of the mirrors of the soul.
In height Wm.G. Rockefeller Is near
to six feet tall and he has a well de- -

INTERRUPTED

Washington, Jan. 20. B. S. Rodey.
former delegate to congress from
New Mexico, appeared
before tb
committee on territories today d- -'
livered a speech in tavor of.the Joint
statehood bill, which afforded th
democratic and republican members
of the committee au opportunity lor a
final tilt on the statenood question.
Rodey was repeatedly Interrupted by
questions from members ot the committee and by heated arguments, designed to bring out the altitude of the
administration on statehood.
Representative Lloyd, of Missouri,
asked Rodey if it were not true that
the president and the speaker of thm
house were forcing the Joint statehood Issue. Rodey asked to be excused from answering that question,
and Chairman
Hamilton
Intimated
that tne democrats were being forced
by their organization to oppose th

Algeciras, Jan. 20. Behind the
or amiability that envelopes
the relations of the envoys of the
powers to the Moroccan conference,
a rising feeling of distrust Is observable; duo seemingly to the unwillingness of both France and Germany
to define its position, beyond reaffirming somewhat wearisomely adherence
to the open door, sovereignty of the
sultan and integrity of his territories. The French delegates, in ail
their conversation with their opponents, have been unable to learn precisely what is the position of Germany, nor apparently have the German representatives been able to ascertain the Joint intenetlon of France
and Great Britain.
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Foreign Interests Prevent the By Democrats and Arizonans
Whom He Scored Quite
Venezuelan Blockade By
Mercilessly.
French Ships.
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Majority Oppose Stated Price and Favor City PutModern Sys- - j
ting in an
Up-to-Da-

Germany.
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Chicago, Jan. 20. One burglar was
killed and another fatally wounded
varly today at Des Pltiines, a suburb
of Chicago, in u battle between detectives on the Chicago & Northwestern railroad and five men, In an attempt by the latter to steal from the
repair shop of the railway company.
Three men, not wounded, escaped after they had exhausted their ammunition.

EVENING, JANUARY 20. 11)00.

Discussed.

i

Washington, D, C, Jan. 20. Secretary Root today announced that the
American representatives to tne approaching conference, to be held at
The Hague, will be
H. Choate, SCHOOL 8HIP 8TARTS
ANDREWS AND COMMITTEE
Aii.uuuurque eastern ra iroau is ouiu former ambassador Joseph
to England; HorWONT 8TAND "GREASER.
A PLEASURE TRIP.
ON
h
"
A
ace Porter, former ambassador
to
Philadelphia,
20. The Special to The Citizen.
Pa.,
Frank i,F. ' V.
Jan.
France, and Judge Rose, of Little schoolshlp Saratoga, of
Washington, Jan. 20. In the hona
plant
our own, and start with a Rock,
the Pennsyl
As a result of the canvass of the new of
Ark.,
of the Amer- vania Nautical School
outfit.
and
decent
citizens, the following views on the j G. C. Bowman, Real Estate and In- - ican Bar association.
time Delegate Andrews heard
on a cruise to the Wndward
matter were exiraeieu:
mo wui
' surance
udd
rtiir.uiin unicKBiD
Man
history
will,
the
of
approximately,
know
which
until
lash
M. Mandell, Clothier I favor ex- the purchase from the Urant estate BEGIN CONSIDERING
He made a postlve pro
Dela- "Greaser."
April
14th.
leaving
the
After
FORAKER RATE BILL
test against applying the word ti
tension of franchise on more favorable of the water system and I know that
Washington, P. C, Jan. 'id The ware Preakwater, the Saratoga will New Mexico people. The chalrmai
terms to consumers.
($150,000 would be a big price for the
straight
narbados,
course
a
for
take
rapped vigorously and said; "Th.
A. J. Maloy, Urixer I favor build- ; present system.
Don't believe In senate committee on interstate com
to St. Kilts', St. Croix, and St. objection
correct, and tha
just
ing new plain. Never did like second taking any action, however, for at merce today began consideration of thence
'.Thomas, spending about one week at word must is not beand
tho Foraker rate bill, with the object
used again in thl
hand goods.
;,
least ten years.
Is well equipplace.
ship
The
eacli
W. H. tJreer, President Albuquerque
with ped and the boys will have a rine out- committee room."
Am of perfecting It in accordance
T. Y. Maynard. Jeweler
Andrews
secured an order perTraction Co. Think matter should against extending tho franchise as I the views of those who support it.
ing, besides enjoying the benefit or mitting the has
sheep men to continue ir
be put before the people of Albuquer- believe in municipal
ownership of HOUSE HEARD
training,
principal
Is
which
the
the
TALKS
the Jemez forest reserve.
que, and be decided by majority vote. such things. 1 believe In leaving the
object or the cruise.
ON URGENCY DEFICIENCY.
Rodey made a joint Btatehooi
J. C. Baldrldge, Lumber Merchant-A- m matter of building or buying to the
Washington, U. C, Jan. 2u. In the
speech. He wa interrupted man;
against extending the franchise city council.
AND
BONAPARTE
FOLK
house the consideration or the ur
times by members of the commute
under any circumstances.
David Weinman, of The Economist gency
ADDRESS BOSTON MEN. particularly by the democrats,
deficiency bill was taken up.
an
J. A. Weinman, Oolden ltule Dry
I am In favor of the city putting in
20.
The annual also by the Ariznoa delegates. Tli
Boston, Mass.. Jan.
Goods Co. Favor building new plant. its own water works, or purchasing An agreement was reached to close banquet
Asor
the Boston Merchant'
committee will report Tuesday wit
Positively no extension of franchise. the old plant at what it is really the debate In two hours,
sociation, which will be held this even- the rule that the bill pass on Wei
G. L. Urooks, President J. M. Moore worth, to, be determined by competent
oring,
or
more than
promises to be
nesday. The bill will pass the hone
Realty Co. Under no circumstances expert, authority on such matters.
FAST FREIGHT TRAIN
dinary Interest, owing to the fact that and probably the senate.
extend franchise. Favor building new
Secretary of the Navy Bonaparte and
MIDDIES ALL ANXIETY
WRECKED AT GRANTS Governor
plant.
Folk or Missouri will be the
Wool at St. Louis.
'P. J. Hawley, Statlouer. In favor of
ABOUT THEIR HAZING.
guests or honor on that ocSt. Louis, Mo., Jan. 20. Wool m
principal
buying plant at reasonable price.
Annapolis, Md., Jan. 20 Recent
1
casion. Both are on the program for ket steady and unchanged.
W. B. Childers, Attorney I am In events have caused somi'tliing like a
Special to The Evening Citizen. Tg addresses, and much interest is maniSpelter.
favor of letting it alone not in favor panic among ino miusnipuien at tne
(Lillup, N. M.. Jan. 20. The e fested concerning the nature of their
St. Ixjuls. Mo., Jan. 20. Spell
of extending the franchise or purchas- Naval Academy, who have reason to
eastlxtund Santa Fe freights, No.
quiet at $6.40.
remarks.
ing the property at the price named. rear that they will be disciplined for
;14. which left here this morning
William Parr, of Farr's Meat Mar- violating the rule against hazing. It Is
Tg
7
m.,
was wrecked at Grants,
at a.
ket 1 favor the city putting in an
spilling four cars of bonded mer- - e"
said that an errort bus been made to
modern plant of Its own, un- Intercede in behair or the guilty midcbamlUe in the ditch, and oth- less the city can buy the old plant for dles and induce the president to treat
erwlsf damaglug the rolling
what it Is really woith.
the offenders with clemency, when 4 stock. No casualties have been g
F. H. Kent, Heal Estate Agent I their conduct Is officially Investigated. g reported, but traffic Is being in- - e"
favor the city pulling in a new plant,
terrupti-temporarily. The wreck- unless the present works can be
Copper and Lead.
er li lt here at 1:45 p. in, for the "e"
purchased for not more than $250,- seem- of the accident.
New York, Jan. 20.
and cop000.
per, dull, unchanged.
It. W. D. Bryan, Attorney I am
opposed under any circumstances, to
Atlantic City, N. J.. Jan. 20. An ab- - j makes a very handsome and substan- the extension of the present fran
chise, Tor the reason that It will be
solutely fireproof hotel, twelve stories'"'11 appearance. In.side, the plaster is
impossible to secure as reasonable
'''"i' to ue tile. Mn t'hehigh, built without a single brick, "p''kl
terms for water as it would be possitl,e la alfio used between
? h""OW,.enienti
steel beam, uirder or column is At ri.infor(.(.(l
ble for the city to furnish water untnua Kav,
wWu
novelty.
like
an,
ownership.
The
lantic
City's
From
what
latest
municipal
making
der
of the traverse as well
or
Is
found
personal
to
I can
bo
no
actual
this
not
having
ns
structure
hear,
the upright partitions so many inv
anywhere else.
Knowledge, it is my opinion that the
passable fire barriers
l.eiug
water
one
reasons
For
owners
works
various
of
the
present
Comparatively low 'cost great eav-ththe noise of erecting a steel ing in time and fireproof qualities
could well afford to sell them for
pay
would
building
would
I
driven
the
have
approached
It
believe
$25o,ooo.
In anv oth
form r
Washington. D. C, .Ian
20. The j
d that, where bidders away guests lrom .adjoining hotels
It was
struct Ion, are the special advantage
city to purchase the plant, even If we
callproponasked,
new
to
construct
were
the
road
the
price
und
without
give
builders
architects
bids for concessionary contracts
the
'htnl to
claimed for this new style r bulld- that they will be limited ed upon foi plans by which it would lng.
John F. Pearce, Physician I think or grants for the construction of rail- - guarati!''s,
tn.-itn
untir
ilia
ftt
lieglimlng work on June 17th
up
purchase
32ti
a
be
possible
t.
put
to
the
structure
i he city council should
roads in the Phillpiue Islands, which vhiiipt.inc- government railroad acts feet long and 100 feel high,
without builders will be able to promise the
water 'plant for what it Is really
to
worth and no uioro. If it cannot be have been submitted to Secretary of i:n2 and VMKi. Put. where bidders the racket made by steel riveters and complete the lob , nnlcbiv h
Taft,
negoguaran-sweanr
wi.-advantage
city
after
bids
In
submitted
exclusively
t
the
of
a
to
stone
take
The
the
first
bout-liworkers.
for that, let
iloul colll(l ,,e finished and ready for "
to tho previous call for pro- - tei- of certain in'erest on their invest-posal- s looow mi- - uimi i iin-i. moons ou m uusiiu'ss
Note-larg- e
on February
tiate for the building of its own water
1st.
had been rejected, were opened incut they can vary from the origiual
i worthy
scale is the result.
plant:
features of the new sea sihor
this
Physician
While
morning,
Bubo'clock,
only
comparapoint
bid
10
in
tn
Wruth,
necessity
at
keeping
and
of lime
The
for
pv-- rv
inu'at:iei
palice will be
James H.
r,w.. .in
mitted to the Bureau of Insular Af- or hi the eo.t of construction per tlvely quiet was only one trouble, of have a bath and Hint
I think the valuation as expressed by
a bay window There
fairs,
conror
a
greater
than
prof-bidby
Is
company
wonThe
a,
building
former m:c,
computation.
of ttiis architectural
contractors'
a:feted
the
l.ie
are two sun parlors one 25 teet wide
had been rejected because of the jr.. As to the latter the Philippine der. At th- - very outset, the builders, ftn, M(.a,(1 ,v
servative estimate would figure the
ilx elaborate fireplaces,
departure
cliy
of
the
favor
in
am
I
cirright
reserves
the,
government
valuation,
tho
from
to fix the National Fircprootii.g Co., were overlooking the board walk, and an- terms of the
.
opposed
am
cular
calling
plant.
proposal-.of
Secretary
purchasing the
the road. The conlrouted with a foundation problem ti,,.r running along the Unelh of the
for
the maximum cost
to extension of franchise and favor aft, after a number f conferences unit; in hua the road can be eom-wit- which was Iinaily solved by driving hoiel. Hut from the viewpoint of the
ownership.
do,, thr.
municipal
:tini
.iovemor Wright and Mr. For- pk-tenf th beach hottl natron i,o l,..t hl,io- hmn M.
an tho contractors' profits I
bes
the piitlinnf"'
man--'Arthur Everett. Jeweler I do not
oitsiderations
ji ttynii.
1,.
On 'his foiiml.it ion a in w hia'tlry i.-- t'Lnt It cannot bum.
in
TV.
'.
'"iti"'
evteieMnIt
in
Colonel
l
is understood that frame of con rele uprights and ginl-- i Kiigiiieera and builder are more deepbelieve
Kdwards, 'hi. of tun In- hi ill.euiiiieil slnuili! offer more sutar Ilurtaii n.fwr...l .11 iiroiuii1
a
id., l.iri.' luiii have sent in nrottoit-- cr st
ii i tl
a steel to. Is. was ly it; ereste,i in 'he novel feature of
my
i"
it
readvt-rtiseyesterday.
and
ltl,.y
ttian
are practically the same raised. Next came
bid.this
The
nine
the walis and construction develoned In tliU hott-- l
al
terms
fcr
.
opinion that unless water company of H... .proposals
f fireproof hollow
eti' ill bids on ttie pre- floor, all
tile, (th, - Maiiborough-Klt-nheinil- ,
were s..tin hat ltiudi- as tniiMand inanv
accepts offer at once offer should be riei.
VIOMS
Oe
Outside the ti! is pebble uaiied, and experts liave been here to Inspect lu
i
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JAPAN'S METHOD OF

t

FINANCING HER DEBT
Tokio, Ja. 20. The Japanese par- be met by the normal revenues in exThe expenditures resulting
toddy, istence.
liament, reopened its
the war, such as the service or
with the usual coremoni'-sThe pres- from
the war debtjs, annuities, peuslons,
ent session wil have to deal with man maintenance of the garrisons In Manhighly important questions, none of churia and Korea, etc., are estimated
ihein more Important thin the prob- at $Pi0.OO0.ooo, and are to be met by
lem of providing for the financial
the revenues from the extraordinary
of the country.
A new loan of special taxes and by other resources,
I21 5.000,000 is to be raised and
which consists of the proceeds of the
OiiO of that amount Is to be paid to loans already
issued, the sale of the
tl.e soldiers and sailors of Japan in booty and other disused articles, and
recognition of their services.
the new loan, already mentioned.
It is the intention of the governFor the pament of principal and inment to have the entire loan made terest 4)n the loans already Issued,
at home. Of t'he total amount
and to be issued hereafter in connecwil be raised in the open mar- tion with the war, the government will
ket, which is not likely to feel a pres- set apart from the revenues a sum
sure on ibis account, because In the of $55,000,000 annually, and the Whole
course of the year the government Is national debt incurred In conaequeuce
to redei m exchequer bonds for the of the war are to be paid in alout
Of the re- thirty years.
benefit of the market.
Besides this a sum of
mainder of the new issue, $73,000,000 $18,oo0.ooo is to be set apart each year
paid
lie
to
will
the
stated,
for
paying
already
m
the principal and interest
soldiers and sailors of the late war, of the loans created before the war.
bfc
only
which
in
need
$IO,oi'0,(Mio,
order
to Insure their proper
and
issued gradually, is to be taken up by handling, a special account will be
l tie
tip for these funds, keeping them
Govenienient's Savings Deposit
Bureau The reimbursement by Kus-si- . entirely separate from the general aci of the expenses of the main- counts of the government.
The Natenance of 'h" prisoners is not in- tional Debts Consolidated Bureau and
ne-;- t
i
ne
tmani-iascaeiiie,
.National
'iudiM in this
Debts
Consolidation
cause tbi .ii,.)uur has not yet be. n Cumiiiitt e have been snwialiv inti.
will
de
i.nt-iissue
purpose.
ih'w
ior r.iat
V K i i efts, hy M.t- ii'M'iunt vf tbu paymeni
There Is no doulit tliat the parliament will give tbo governniHnt the
(vuaiii,.
itussta
to
for
rl'rp
The normal expenditure
it possible
ih i
4
u
.
arejto carry out these platis with jierf.-to
j
success.
fstiiiiat.-it $li:i.0n0,000, and are
sea-sio.

ol-ic- y

$75,-(M-

$100,-000,00-
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SOMETHING NEW IN

THE BUILDING WORLk
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TAFT CONSIDERS BIDS

FOR ISLAND RAILWAYS
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PAGE TWO.
the Dig Three In Possession, but the
new subway can go on Independently
of tiie llelmont syndicate, and it win
be possible to ride a foot or two in
this big city without Pelmont drawing
a dividend from it.

DR. GOSS' DISCOVERY

Church,
A skyscraper church Is to be New
Westminster!
The
York's latest.
Presbyterian congregation, which has
a dingy old church edifice on West
Twenty-thirstreet, which, is never
filled, nnd Ins a hard time raising the
necessary funds to prolong Its existence. Ih about to branch out in a new,
style and put up a skyscraper build-inin which It will reserve fjr Itself a modest place of worship, occupying some portion of Its big building for c.itircit purposes, its auditorium to be placed In the rear, and offices for its benevolent and oth.rr
work taking a few of the offices, while
the others are to be devoted to the
purpose of raising revenue for Its
work. A church in Chicago, it is
reported, Is about to do the same
thing. These two churches that are
about to go into the new style of
church building are not tile pioneers,
by any means, for Hev. I)r. Judson,
file son of the great Baptist missionary, Rev. Adonlram Judson, has a
church of this kind already, on Washington Square, his tall building not
a skyscraper, to be sure, but a tall
building of many stories being let to
young men boarders. It is understood
that enough profit comes from those
young men to pay for all the activity
of the church. It is very easy for a
congregation, with its many agents,
to reach the public, to make a skyscraper pay. and pay well, too. When
get
Presbyterians
the Westminster
their new enterprise under full headway, there will be no longer any anxious appeals for money to meet ordinary expenses, and the members
can devote their contributions to the
spiritual work of the church. The
money may as well be brought In by
business efforts, as from the profits
of sociables, fairs and the like, in
which the sanctuary Is sometimes the
principal factor of profit.
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NEW YORK
NEWS LETTER
New York. Jan. 20. There is a fly
1a tne amber of tho enj yment of
KurscM Saf?e when he walla the

iicious thrill that passed through
sonl as he once mure counted the
Khtkels of profit that poured in upon
him on the eventful days when the
brokers went borrowing and paid enor-mou- s
rate for the money. Mr. Sage
reported to have loaned Borne
la
$20.(K0,000 in that sharp action, and
to hare made some ItO.OiM) on the
Perhaps Mr. Sage took the
deals.
prof i la home and counted them over
and over to tickle bis ears, that had
not for Home time listened to their
as one coin
entrancing chink-chinstruck another, or the rustling of the
crisp new bills, as he lovingly pulled
them through his bands. But the tax
assessors have keen ears, too, for the
notes that money Rives out as it passes from hand to hand, and they said
to each other, wisely, "Verily, this is
that rich man who last year asked us
to not require him to visit us In person to swear off his assessment, or
Jiome portion of it., and we did reduce
the total at his request by icttet.
Well, we won't do it t'tiis time. If
Knnsell Sage can run into town to bag
a fortune in a few days, he can come
to see us, and we will see If a man
who can loan $2(.iH.Hi,otio from his
pile of ready money, cannot pay a tax
on J2,000,imh)." So Mr. Sage will have
to pay the full amount this year without a murmur. Hut It Is only the
master thought of his mind to whittle
down what Is against him. and pile up
what is for him. It does not really
make any difference to him whether
he pays taxes on $2,kMi,miO or on

Mills and Ferd Ward.

street has experienced a double

Wall

I

$t,IMI0.

Being Given a Thorough
Test By the Eastern
Physicians.
WELL

sensation, one probably restoring the
equilibrium disturbed by the other.
Old Sam Mills, one'of the most notable figures Wall street ever had. lias
passed away, and Ferdinand Ward,
General Grant's bete noir, coming
back, rolling up his sleeves, and picking out tho most available point at
which to attack and build up a big
fortune. Sam Mills was once Jay
Gould's man, handling the latter's mill-Ionand making millions for himself.,
He controlled Wall street for a long
time, and he turned over to Jay Gould
big
when they split, all the lutter's
deposit In his bands without a quiver
or flutter, mid the millions were there
to the last cent. Mills was prominent
in tiie Union Pacific corner, and he
went through the gold panic and
Black Friday with Gould, and was
And now
finally ruined by Gould.
Ferdinand Ward, the evil genius of
Ulysses S. Grant, the greatest of generals, and who nearly ruined the
mighty but simple minded soldier, is
back on the street which once shiverHe will probably
ed at his frown
make money there, as he is nimble-witteand Wall street has no prejudice, against Napoleons onee dethroned, who have come back to their
old stamping grounds. It l Just as
ready to try conclusions with the
veteran of solid and staid ways
as the returned prodigal. It will lose
money to him as easily as to any
others, and will pluck him clean as
eagerly as though he were a tyro. But
Wall street's loss from the retirement
of Mills is not made up by a long shot
by the nturn of Ward.
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Make your wants
known trtrougn
these columns.

sertion.
15c.
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$100,000

Interest Allowed on Savings Deposits

Ck-a'-

On

Organs, Horses
Wagons and other Chattels; also on
SA1ARIE3 AND WAREHOUSE RECEIPTS, as low as $10.00 and as high
as $200.00. Loans are quickly matte
and strictly private.
Time:
One
month to one year given. Goods remain In your possession. Our rates
are reasonable. Call and see us before borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship tickets to and from all
parts of the world.
Rooms 3 and 4, Grant Bldg.
315 West Railroad Ave.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Open Evenings.
Responsible
Reliable
REAL ESTATE.

The Omen ofllcr.

; woman)
cook
got),.
WANTED.-wants Hsitioii. Address A. M. A.,
A

f

this ofllre.
WANTED Position as clerk by man
Apply
of five years' experience.
1(19 North Walter street.
WANTED German woman wants po
sition as chambermaid in city or out
of town. Address B., this office.
U' A VTKII
liv a iiiiiclitir.. IkiV. to
barn the pointers' trade. See Hudson, the South Seond street painter.
Gentlemen s secona-nanWANTED
clothing. No. 615 South First Etreet
south of viaduct. Send address and
will call. R. J. Sweeney, proprietor
iikhI-erWANTED A live to iight-roohous. furnistieff if possible.
Highlands preferred. Address H. W.
J., this office.
WANTED ExperTtnced g7il to do
cooking and assist in house work.
Small family, good wages. ReferSeveral Houses for Rent.
ences required. Call at residence.
W. S. Strickler, loon West Railroad
avenue.
MALE HELP WANTED.
PORTERFI ELD CO.,
THREE YOUNG MEN to prepare for
110 W. Gold.
desirable positions in Government
Service. Good salary. Fine oppor
tunity for promotion. Address U. S.
Citizen.
WANTED Two men in each county
Keep Your Eye on This Space.
to represent hardware department.
Salary, $21
house.
Established
CARDS
PROFESSIONAL
weekly; expense money advanced.
Address, Hardware, Desk L the
DENTISTS.
Columbia, house, Chicago.
DR. J. E. KRAFT,
AGENTS WANTED.
Dental Surgeon.
AGENTS make $6 daily selling the
15 and 16, Grant block, over
cheapest and most perfect Water theRooms
Golden Rule Dry Goods company.
Filter ever invented. Retails at $2.
'phones. Appointments made by
Big profit. Exclusive territory. Sen- Both
mail.
' eca Filter Co., Stmeca, Mo.
Edmund J. Alger, D. D. S.
FOR HENT
No. 306 Railroad avenue.
Office
FOR RENT Bright, sunny rooms for hours, 8:30 a. m., to 12:30 p. m.; 1:30
housekeeping.
524 West Railroad p. m. to 6 p. m. Telephone 462. Ap
polntments made by mall.
avenue.
FOR RENT Newly furnished rooms,
LAWYERS.
single and en suite. Call 519 W.
Railroad avenue. Mrs. V. Maestas.
Bernard S. Rodey.
Albuqtierue
ATTORN
FOR RENT FJicely furnished rooms,
with steam heat. Grant building, N. M. Prompt attention given to all
Vs Railroad avenue.
Inquire business pertaining to the profession
Will practice in all courts of the terriat room B.
FOR RENT Two fine iarge office tory and before the United State
rooms facing Railroad avenue, in land office.
Ira M. Bond.
X. T. Armijo building; steam heat.
.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW32 F street
Enquire room 17.
D. C. Pensions,
FOR RENT Nicely mrnished cot-a- N. W., Washington,
flats, two and threo rooms, $10 lands, patents, copyrights, caveats
and $15 per month. Mrs. Norris, letter patents, trade marks, claims.
RTwTD7ryari.
524 John street, east end of viaduct.
.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWAlbuquer
FOR SALE
que, N. M. Office, First National
SALE:
cheap.
saddle,
Horse and
FOR
Bank building.
1023 North Fourth street.
E. W. Dobson.
.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWSELL, RENT OR TRADE uisi your
Office Crom
property with T- - L. McSpadden, 300 well block, Albuquerque, N. M.
South Broadway.
John H. Stingle.
rail-- ;
s
FOR SALE Indies'
.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWSuite 16, N
Angeles.
Inquire
to
road ticket
Ixs
T. Armijo building. Albuquerque
C. Noneman, 501 Tijeras avenue.
N. M.
FOR SALE OR TRADE A good busl-nes- s
ARCHITECTS.
Mcfor city property. T. L.
P. W. Spencer and V. O. Walling
Spadden, 300 South Broadway.
rooms
Barnett building
FOR SALE Indian trading post ; ford,
Albuquerque, N. M. Both 'phones.
good location and a paying business.
CONTRACTOR AND BUILDER.
T. L. McSpadden. 3n0 South Broad-wav- .
)
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With Ample Means and Unsurpassed Facilities.

Extends to Depositors every Proper Accommodation,
Accounts Capital, $150,000.00.

and

Solicits

New

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:
W. S. STRICKLER, V. P. and Caahler
W.J.Johnson, Asst. Cashier. Wm. Mcintosh J. C. Baldrldge
Solomon Luna
A. M. Blackwell
George Arnot
O. E. Cromwell

SOLOMON

LUNA, President.

DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON. TOPEKA

SANTA

&

FE RY.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
A1AOQUSRQU9, N. M.
Officer
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Mn.:::::::--

FRANK MrKEK ..
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Capital and Surplus

Citizen Ads Will Reach Them
WANTEs
Money
to Loan
ra"sr titiiir"
Furniture, Pianos,

WANTJiD

20. 1006

Montezuma Trust Co,

&

IHeiOftMt

Santa Fe Railway Conptay

3

O. N. MARRON,' President.

J.

B.

HERNDON, Cashier.

The State Rational Bank
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IMPORTANT MATTERS BEFORE
THE COURT YESTERDAY THE
SANTA RITA MINING CASES.

-

meni-pershi-

One cent per word, each

Hers you'll find
what you've been
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COLUMNS"

ALBUQUERQUE,

Us
The supreme court continued
session at 10 o'clock yesterday morning In the chambers of the Capitol
building, Santa Fe.
Tl.e following biislniHs was transacted:
Cast? No. 1108. entitled Andre- Can- delaria, an infant, by Ands Cantle- Oil Greased Jokes.
.aria, his natural and st tuitory guarThe appearance of H. Hi Rogers In dian, appellee, vs. Ep.mer.! ) A. Miera,
argued and submitted.
the character of a humorist at the Mis appellant;
souri Investigating Committee hear- Burkhart, attorney for appellant.
ing, was certainly a great surprise.
Case No. 1109. entitled Paullta Can- The Standard Oil ptople have been delatlit. an infant, by Emigran Cande-larU- .
generally held t t be the very quinther natural and sta;u''r guar
A. Miera
essence of business, and yet. before dian, iinoellee. vs. Epiniett
.imiiltted.
argued and
Mr. Rogers came to the front as one nppelliiin;
of the funny ones, John D. Rocke- '.urkhart. attorney 'or the appellee.
feller, was hailed by the newspaper Chaves, attorney for !!: uppellnr.t.
mt n as one of the best fellows out and
Case No. lli5. entitled James N
.ellee. vs. the Santa Rita
Now Rogers proves to
full of fun.
be the same, and we must c include Mining company, appellant, and case
that the oil greases the way for their No. liml. entitled the Santa Rita Min
vs.
jokes, bo they eonie easily.
ing company, plaint iff in error,
OLD TIMER.
James N. Upton, defendant In error,
are legal lights of more than ordinary
interem tn res dents ot New .Mexico.
THE NEW HIGHLAND
Both cases were argued and submitted
court Wednesday. The
METHOD 1ST CHURCH ... .).., .onii-emtn tin. cases are A. H- Harl
lee and" W. B. Childers, representing
AN APPEAL WORTHY OF ATTEN-- '
the mining company, and Percy Wil
TION AND ONE'S POCKET-BOON. Upton.
stm representing James
Tiie cases are the result Of a drspnto
To the Public:
tract
In planning tor the bnilding of this as 10 the ownership of a small
cnurcli, the most dittlcult problem of property In the Sania Rita mining
that confronts us Is, oow shall we got camp, sixteen miles east, of Sliver
are
the money with which to build? It Citv, Grant county, upon which
has been Haiti that "an honest confes- located three stores. The company
sion is good for the soul," hence we claims the right to tbe land, while Mr.
I'pt.n makes a similar claim. Were
confess in the outset, that our
while willing to tlo what they these stores not located upon mis onet
Newly Risen Trio
;ew York City, having swept away can, are not financially able to build spot, it is said that no other mining
could compete wiih the
a lot of Hilil iciaiih. will of fours., jin wilhou; help, the class of building
comnimiatety iahe up another lot, and ex that we tlesire. and the beautiful site company's stores because the pro,
alt them to the kles, obeying t.ieii 'on North Ainu and Railroad demands. pany owns or controls all other cases
slightest n ad or wMsnor
We met A nice church, at this place will do eily. The decision in the.e two
announced. Both
now to have on lh democratic side, credit to our neaiiiitui time city, wniie has" not yet been
Tn" liule
s rulci for an indeflnte period inla i"M,r ol"- - 'll
rases were appealed from the district
to court of Grant county.
New York City, an.l ineasiireablv in gregailoii, while financially
erect a suitable building unaided, are
Yesterday's Proceedings.
the titate a new triumvirate,
Tb.. siinieme court continued itsof the Sage of Princeton, too proud to undertake to palm oft
mornediway
in
of
something
the
a church
yesterday
Jrover Cleveland; tho niergt-repar
at 1" o'clock
, .
.....
.
..
m!i I it
Ryan, and fice on the people of Albuquerque that His; ill fit- Clianiiiers ill tiie ' "
.excellence, Thomas
Mayur Mct'lellaii, who has the band would be iiniiiiproving. We further i.iiiUins.
ling of the city's ohices. and whol believe that the people ot this city.
t'ae No 1M1, entitled Roman U
makes it clear that be will us.- - ihetn who nave already siiown ineir appre- Baca, it. a!., plaintiffs; Filoinena Peas seeiueih well in nis eyes, and in ciation of nice churches for the city, ri ,i de Otero, et. al., interveners,
vs Santiago Anava. et. al.,
ue eyes of his new partners. Cleve- by their liberal donations, despite the
being buill. and
. fact that so many are
motion for new citation to
land has prestige, Ryan hits his
llees:
:ii.n.
Catron, attorney for
which are useful lu ih.lr way. so many calls being made, will si ill Usiie. grained.
further I lie' good cause bv aiding us. appellant, and Prince, Clancy and
.
AVell, it's a ioerful trio, and no
money
In
procuring
to erect this McMilleii, attorneys for appellees.
It must
make Muinlu's ..yes
we earnestly hope to escape
snap as he sees w hat Is going on. i church,
Case No. 1 US, entitled the Terri
.C.
k..
i....
appellee, vs.
,,f
J"1'
,
money torv of New Mexico,
f"d
times
raise
mressarv.
grantine city lias ever had, coming on. too for the church. As yet, we have not Kosaiio Emllio. appellant: leave
Vr hore the debt capacity of i ht- - t it y i asked t h
motion to dismiss;
ed to withdraw
one
of
for
this
citv
has leen raised i such ligures that dollar toward building the church. We ninety ilavs granted In which to perl'ricbard, atit ean build the new subways with its
paid $:'..ihmi for the lot, Iikvc a fect transcript herein.
and
owg money, without being dependent have
few hundred left and our present torney for appellee, and Barber
appellant.
Umii ho Rothschilds and Tom It van, church property to begin
new Haines, attorneys for
the
individually, of course, the latter building. Now, with this for a start,
Case No. 1111. entitled the Terri1il rotne in for his share us one of we appeal to the people
tory
of New Mexico, appellee, vs Howhome.
The
at
the applan decided on for raising money is ard' Chenowelh, appellant;
nils; A donation card will be pre-- I peal was dismissed and the decision
seined either In person or by mail, of ibt. lower court affirmed because
WELL FED BRAINS
which donation may be made by t.ie hppeiaut has escaped from Ja11
weekly, monthly or quarterly install-lin- t in Grant county December 25. The
and
nts, as muy best suit the" conveni- charge was murder. 1'iichard. attorence of til,, donor. These payments ney for appellee, and Fielder, attorHEALTHY BODY
Nmay run through one. two or three ney for the appellant.
years, We are prepared to appreciate
I'jm' No
o. milled Nick Met..
Can do things.
highly ativ favor shown ns. In t he ap'icllant. vs. Martin S. Titrney.
argued and submitted. Adams,
s.
erection of ibis church
attorney
for appellant, and Wilkerson
'
Grape-Nu- ts
Eil. lb- II, ii, Inn
h,, announced alter and liuiMuri attorneys Mr appellee.
hi
eeem
III, Kl
slum in,.
Conn Hon adjourned until I" o'clock
Herman, that h,- Wils tnromrli v it ii ibis morning.
rood Build Both. the ring,
le.id. to COIUhll
tin
mini., it tie Ml
A New York chorus girl has lost be
it. body
"THERE'S A REASON"
ii b him
to go on
It's .
r uion
memory. Strange how anybody an
"
t ban
win I, in.:. sit s K.i.h.
care
l.iitaie Hen Rogers.

Cause of Bright' Disease.
Dr. Samuel O. Tracy sounds a note
of warning against Che danger attending the excessive use of common
table salt, using as his text tho death
of Charles T. Yerkes from ISright's
disease. There Is certainly one good
resulting from death of prominent
persons whose wealth makes a good
talk In the world, if they tile of diseases that reap a large harvest from
loor humanity they serve to "point
a moral and adorn a tale." The prominence of Mr. Yerkes serves to bring
the doctor's warning before many per
wins who would never otherwise ;iave
Beard of it. As the mortality from kidney dieascti is greatly on the increase
It is worth wiiile for people to take
heed to what the wise physician has
o say. The late Dr. Millard, during
fcis life a noted specialist on Blight's
disease, once told the writer of this.
that one cause, and a principal one
Of Bright's disease, was the exceed
ingly slow action of 'humid cold on tilt
pores of the skin. He said that, the
ld aided to close the pores, and
thus more work was thrown on the
kidneys, which eventually succumbed
The preventive, he said, was to ex- licll all dampness from dwellings and
business places. 1 his cause operate)
in such a marked degree that a ten-suenumerator in an Interior city
found that a small stream running
through tho place., with dwellings
close to either bank, wa fringed wirli
deaths from Bright's disease and kin
dred ailments.
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BANK INSTITUTIONS

The Citizen's Classified Columns Promote Business

KNOWN HERE

THE TERRITORIAL
SUPREME

WANT

POPULAR

Dr. Set.i C. Clark of Melrose, Mass..
one of Boston's prominent physicians,
was In the city today visiting relatives, and will leave on the ti:3l train
this evening for Adams, where he has
been interviewing Dr. Alfred Gosh in
regard to the lattcr's method of curing tuberculosis, says the Watcrtown
(N. Y.) Daily Standard.
Dr. CJark has become deeply Interested in the results attained by Dr.
Go a, and desires to utilize Dr. Goss'
treatment among the thousands of
consumptives of the Hay State. It nas
been practically decided that Dr. Clark
will give the treatment a thorough
test in Boston, where he plans to
treat hundreds of consumptives at the
same time with the Idea of tabulating
results very thoroughly. Dr. Goss has
already made such cures that Dr.
Clark believes t hilt the Adams physician has made the great medical discovery of the century, but the question that must be definitely answered
Is Just how much recuperative power
Is left to a patient after the treatment
lias removed the tubercular bacilli.
For over a year Dr. Goss has been
treating, not the easy cases, but the
very advanced stages of the disease,
and has achieved a high percentage of
cures.
As the Oiostllity of the Adams residents to the coming of Dr. Goss' patients and the limited facilities at the
latter's disposal have greatly cramped
him in his work, there Is a possibility
that. If Dr. Clark's tests are thoroughly satisfactory. Dr. Goss will establish
headquarters in Boston.
As will be remembered, the Standard last spring printed exclusively a
theories,
detailed account of Dr.
and showed how, by the Introduction
bacillus-killingas into the lungs
of a
by means of an electric current, the
percentage of bacilli Is daily reduced,
until after several days the patient's
sputum shows no trace of bacilli, and
the patient has begun to return rap-Idlto normal weight.
Dr. Clark la a Lewis county man,
having been born at Deer River. He
began practicing at Smithvllle, and in
removed to Clayton, where he
was health officer.
Later, he practiced eight years in Rochester, and
for a number of years has practiced
In Boston.
Dr. Goss visited Albuquerque something over a year ago, spending much
time making observations of climatic
and other conditions' in regard to tuberculosis. He Is an old friend and
brother practitioner of Dr. R. 1. Hust
of the N. T. Armijo building.
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FOR TUBERCULOSIS

DISCOVERER

OA

ol Albuquerque. New Mexico
Capital
Surplus and Undivided Profits

$100,000.09
15,000.00

first-clas-

The State National hank solicits a share of your business, upon
tho basis of sound. progresFive banking, liberal and accurate treatment. Correspondence or a personal Interview solicited.

46-4-

A. L. Morgan.
THE INDEPENDENT CONTRACTOR AND BUILDER Estimates are
cheerfully furnished; Job work solicited. Automatic phone, 724; shop at
1)11 North Second
street, Albuquer
que, N. M.
PHYSICIANS.

FOR SALE A hantisome Hardman
piano, in fine condition and almost
new, at a bargain. For particulars, call at this office.
FOR SALE OR TRADE Are you interested in mines? I have some
said to bet good deals. Talk with
me. T. L. McSpadden, 300 S. Broad-

0

"OLD RELIABLE"

B. PUTNEY

Flour, Grain and Provisions

bar-tak- e

first-clas-

17I

WHOLESALE GROCER

way.

A. L. MAHAFFEY, M. D.
FOR SALE- - $J.r),tm(l ranch at a
Homeopathic Physician and Surgeon
galn; will
small property in
Room 25, Whiting building, over
exchange.
Write, wire, phone or
Vann's drug store. Automatic
303
McSpadden.
L.
F.
with
talk
telephone, 410.
South Broadway.
DR. R. L. HUST,
FOR SALE $70 will buy equity In
residence on th? best
N. T. Armijo Bldg.
Office,
street in the city: will rent for $45
Tuberculosis treated with
town.
month; owner leaving
F. L
Electrical Current and GerMcSpadden. 303 South Broadway.
micide. Treatments given each day
double-ba- r
FOR SALE A
from 8 a. m. to 4 p. ni. Trained nurse
6bitgun; bran new In attendance. Both 'phones.
reled,
never has been used; one of th
DR. J. D. NUSBAUM
best makes. Call at The Citizen of
Practice limited to diseases of the
flee for particulars.
nose, ear, throat and lungs.
FOR SALE A bargain, if sold" at
once, one
house, with hath Rooms 14 and 15, Grant Blk. Office
Hours, 8 to 10 a. m., 3 to 5 p. m.
cement walks: furnished or unfur
Electric lights or gas. Ad Telephones: . Colo. 154; Auto. 272.
nislied.
DR. W. G. SHADRACH,
dress. ,. T., this office.
1.
acre ranch, plenty ol
FOR SALE
water, l'o cows, 2 good horsey, har- Practice limited to Eye, Ear, Nose
and Throat.
house, barn, Occulisf
ness and wagon:
and Aurlst for Santa Fe coast
etc.. :!.iii)o. N. Peach & Co., real lines.
313',2 West Railroad
West
Gold avenue. Office,
estate dealers, 2oS'-- i
avenue.
Hour: !t to 12 a. in. and 1.30 to 5
FTTu SALE- - One corner lot. contain p. m.
frame uttages;!
iug two t room
UNDERTAKER.
bath cement walks on both streets:
good shade: electric light and fit. Auto. 'phone 16.
Colo Red 115.
Address, T. A.
as on premises.
A. BORDERS.
this office.
City Undertaker.
"
FOR SALE Hotel, European plan" Commercial
Building
Black
Club
'JO rooms,
newly furnished in new;
and white hearse, $5.
building; best location In city; a,
ASSAYERS.
proposition. Reason!
tine business
poor health. Address,
for
CORBET & COLLINS,
F. J . this office.
Civil and Mining Engineers.
United
States Deputy Mineral Surveyors.
BUSINESS EXCHANGE.

ESTABLISHED

L.

Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Qrocerlt
In tbe Southwest.

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS

6--

HiSh-Frequen- cy

RAILROAD AVENUE

ALBUQTJ

erue, n.

M.

flrst-ctas-

A

six-roo-

i

;

IF
MmM

iist Class
-

Gas Heater

--

,

i

"

TO EXCHANGE
havepropcrty"in
Missouri,
Illinois,
Iowa,
Kansas,
Colorado and Arizona to trade for
Albuquerque property. Tails Vtitn
me. T. L. McSpadtlen, :!un South
Broadw av.
TO EXCHANGE I have some ranches
to trade for city property. T. L.
McSpadden. 300 South Broadway.
McSPADDEN
The exchange mau.
See him for business exchanges.
300

South Broadway.
LOST.

LOST

One small, gray,

ASSAY E R S

East side of Plaza, San'ta Fe, N. M.
LAND MATTERS.
H.W. S. Otero,
United States Court Commissioner,
Will attend
"03 West Silver avenue.
to matters before the land office.
MERCHANT

TAILORING

OVER NO. 209 WEST
AVENUE, O. BAMRAILROAD
BINI, PROPRIETOR

ni-- ht

The Albuquerque Gas, Electric

WE FILL

PRESCRIPTIONS

RIGHT

UPSTAIRS,

My merchant tailoring stip Is upreturn to M. MandeU's slur,. t,, re stairs over No. 209 West Railroad aveceive reward.
nue, where I solicit the patronage of
The party who picked up
h. the public. All work guaranteed first
ess lace handkerchief ihe
class, as I have had fifteen years' ex
,,f
I ot ii at
the Elks' opera h,ui, S known perience In the business. Suits made
and if Ihe handkerchief is n i
i,, to order. Clothes cleaned,I pressed and
use will not
,.
The Citizen office by nu s,
repaired The specific
no questions will be ario d.
injure the cloth. Ladies' garments
also cleaned and- walking skirts made
Sulsenhe for Tne Clt'pti an ief to order. Give me a trial.
the news.i
O. BAMBINI.

speck!..

oii deposit the cost of ttie heater. $:'.
Von have the use of the
heater until the ljth of May; return the heater on or before that
date and the
Is yours Hgaln
'Ask about it t Kourfu street aud
.
Golil avenue. The Gas Man.

At Consistent Prices

Light

I.

and

Power Co.

RUPPE

NEXJ TO BANK Of

OOMMBRCB

203 W. RatlfoW

At.

,

ihii(
,

,

-

l

.1.

C.

HALDRIDGE

NATIVE AND CHICAGO LUMBER
fc'HEKM AN WILLIAMS

PAINT
nUILDINO PAPER
Alwara
Cover more, look best, wear
,ock'
longest, most ecouonilcal. Mil
P'ter, time. Cemeei ..
measure.
Paint. Glass, Saib Doora. etc
FIRST TREET AND COAL AVE.
ALBUQUERQUE
ta. M

Q

SATU30AV, JANUARY

ALHUQUKnUUE EVENING CITIZEN
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Lj increased l activity
ON

CIWS

Secure an Option
For February I st

REALTY

New Year Ojyens With Invest-

ors Decidedly Busy

HOMESlLDERS

ARE NOT IDLE

InvBury 2 Simon
and
wtfy'to W. C. Wood, the north 37V4
f""V of lot 9. block 3. Lewis and

addition, 9300.
January 2 John C. I.awler to F. B.
Itomere, lot 4. Mock 2. Huning Highland addition. $1.
January 4 Gugusta Vallin and "husband to Jane Gaunter, lots 1 and 2,
ami the south half of lot 11. block IB.
Enstern addition, $1.
January 4 Surety investment company to Howard H. Hoffman, lot 31.
Mock 9, Perea addition. $2f0.
January 5 Joseph C. Ualdrldge to
Ellen H. Walker, lots 6. 7. 8.
and
10. block 24, and lots 7. 8 and 9. Mock
44. Huning Highland addition, $5.
January 6 Mrs. Kittle M. Hope and
husband, to Ellas (5. Garcia, lots 1 and
2, block 19, original townsite. $1.
January 6 Pauline W. Jones and
husband to T. A. Riordan and wife,
lots 13, 14 and 13. Mock 11. original
fnwniite, 1.
and
January f. W. M. McClellan
wife to HlKhland Methodist church,
the east 60 feet of lots 5 and 6 and
the cast 80 feet of the south 30 feet of
lot 4. block 1. Huning Highland addition. I2.SU'1.
January 8 A. I,. Martin to W. S.
2, Lewis &
. Meek
SanUon, lot
addition, II.
January S J. M. Moore Realty company loUtorKe L. lirooks, lot 21, block
A, Springer addition, and lot 4. block
14, F. Arenijo y Otero addition. $1.
January 8 Ellen K. Walker and
husband to Edna D. Wortii, lots 9 and
10, block 24, Huning Highland addition, $10.
January 8 John .M. Moore Realty
company to Alary 1. Willmarth, lots
40 and 50, Moore
Realty company's
addition, $300.
January !t R. P. ferown to J. E.
Tingley, the north Vt of lot 5. block
4, Huning Highlaud addition. $1.
January 9 City of Albuquerque to
J. A. Hubbs, the north 42 feet and the
Kouth 50 feet of lots 19 to 24. inclusive. Mock 36. original townslte, $1.
January 11 T. A. Riordan and wife,
to Warren and Ike Graham, lots 13,
14 ami li,
block 11. original townee, $1.
11
January
P. J. Ryan and wife to
Jose M. Trujillo. a piece of land in
the First ward of Albuquerque, $1"0.
January 11 Ernestine Huning. et
a!., to Clifra

Menu,

lot

8.
block
$1.

11

nn

THE

IT

III

Road

Mountain

a

IS

Only S r 0 Down, Balance S5 per Month

i

Gob-blingi- ty

Property.
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:JUST PLATTED:

10

21

Opportunity strikes ataman's
door but seldom this is your
opportnity.
Only 65 Lots t Sell and 130

Lot.

Granite
2 3

I

Ave.

pT

4

5 6 7 81

111

a
It

3

en

14

ft

1

Lot
Lot
Lot

2

Lot

14
10, 11, 12

3, 4

and 5. each

15

Lot

and

Block
Lou

J

,

19 16 17 16 15 14
l

132

III

I

li

Block
Lota

l

Marble

k

6th Streets

7

n

--

n

above-mentione- d

cross-examin-

-

J

above-mentioncross-exami-

:t.;

1

T''.

19

17 16

-

-

d

14 IS

Slate

Ave.
10

k
it

o

200

LOU 15, 16, 17, 19, 20, 21

,175

each....
and

23

each

210
275
and 22,

each

Lt "

100

Block 4.
3S

Lot

10
LoU 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8

150
225
200

ch

175

Lot 1
Lot 2
Lot 3

21Q--

and 9,

to 1W

Block 5.

17,

3m

and

14
18

W

23s

. .f2ta

no
200

....$215

OPTION:
Number
Name
Address
Lots
Block

i New York

Highlaud addition south,
D, B. K. SELLERS, Agent
J
January 11 H. P. Mohn to Clara
Mohn. lot 6, block 27. Huriing Highland addition, $1.
January 12 Jose R. Carpenter to
Mary S. Carpenter, seven pieces oi
land near Tljera. $1,000.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION,
January 12 A. L. Martin to Minnie COLORED CITIZENS MET
V. Hull, 142 feet of lot
4, block 8.
(Small Holding Claim No. 1076.
AND PASSED RESOLUTIONS
1ewls & Simonds' addition, $275.
Department of the Interior, United
January 13 C. M. Cole and wife to
States iJtnd Office, Santa Fe, N
Last night at a meeting held by the
H. J. Farmer, lots 5 and 6 and the
M., Dec. 29, 1905.
colored peflple of this city, tht' folKouja 15 feet .of lot 4, block 19.
Notice is iiereby given that the follolowing resolutions, endorsing Hie na- wing-named
em addition, $480.
claimant has filed noJanuary 13 Flora 1. Ilson and hus- tional and territorial administrations, tice of his Intention
to make final
band to H. J. Farmer, lots 5 and ti, commending the appointment of Mr. proof In support
his claim under
block 29, Huning Highland addition, Hiigerman asgovernor
and favoring Sections 16 and 17 of
nf the act of March
$1.
the passage of the Joint Btatehood bill 3. 1891 (2G Stats., 354),
a amended
January 13 John M. Moore Realty were Introduced and passed:
by tne act
February 21, 1893, (27
We, the colored people of Albu- Stats., 470). of
company to I. U. Payne, lots 56, 57
and thai said proof will
and
of lots 53. 54. 55, 5b querque, heartily endorse the Roose- be made before U. S. Court Commisadministration in the apimiut-men- t sioner at Albuquerque. N. M.. on the
and 57, cf t'he Moore Realty company's velt
of the Hon. Herbert J. Hagt'r-nia- 8th day of February,
addition No. 1. $650.
1906. Vis:
January 15 A. J. Mitchell and wile
as governor of New Mexico.
Trinidad Jaiamillo y Maxwell, for the
We are pleased that the governor-elec- t Small Holding Claim No. 107S, in
to Vinc.enza Catallna and wife, lots
21 and 22, block A. County addition
is in thorough accord with the Sees. 9 and 10, T. 6 N.. R. 2 E.
president on the statehood question.
$100.
He names the following witnesses
.1 anuary
16 W.
A.
The colored people have abiding to prove his actual continuous adPreston and
wife 1a H. L. Hoover, lots 7, 8. 9. 10 faith in the new governor In the be- - verse possession of said tract for
11. and 12, block 9, Eastern addition
UHl UIJ Iliei nui mim uihai-iiiie
twenty years uext preceding the sur$501.
New Mexico will receive just and fair vey of the township, viz:
January 16- - Michael Mandell and treatment regardless of color or race,
I.eopoldo Jaramillo, of Tome, N. M.;
wife to Harry F. Lee, lot 4. block Hi, during his entire term of office and Pedro Gallegos, of Tome, N. M.; Jose
faithwill
be
$1.
Perea addition.
that the territorial laws
Aragon y Bernal. of Tome. N. M.;
January 1 ti Margaret Scott and fully carried out, thus preventing mob Manuel Salazar y Otero, of AlbuquerHarry
lota
Lee,
F.
husban.l to
and rule.
que, JC. M.
ti. blook 10, l'erea addition, $1.
We extend hearty thanks to Hon.
Any person who desires to protest
January 17 Mrs. L. M. Kobbins to M. A. Otero, our retiring governor, for against the allowance of said proof, or
receiv8,
S.
we
block
llaca the tair and just treatment
who knows of any substantial reason
ltirhard Sclireiber, lot
against the laws and regulations of
addition, 75b.
ed during his entire term of office.
by
(5.
I..
January 17
Altheimer to
We are pleased to learn that
the Iuterior Department w'ny sucn
proof should not be allowed ""will be
Sarah A. Loomis. the north half of the passage of congress of the
bill,
no
joint statehood
class given an opportunity at the
lots !i and
and the west half of
e
time and place to
the north half of lot 4, block 3, of eitlztns can ever be disfranchised.
Resolved, That a copy of these resoBrownell & l.ail addition, (1.
the witnesses of said claimant,
January 1
James A. Gaunter and lutions be sent by the secretary to and to offer evidence in rebuttal of
Hagerman and to Sen- that submitted by claimant.
wire tn A. FU'isclier, lots 41 and 41'. Governor-elec- t
MANUEL, R. OTERO.
Mock 9. Perea addition, $1.
ator Beveridge at Washington.
T. O. MASON.
Register.
January 18 Broadway I.and and
o
H. B RAM LETT,
Investment company to Amalo Baca,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
GREEN WATSON,
lot 6, block V, Eastern addition, JJiM).
Committee.
January IS Ernestine Huning, et.
al., to Simon S. de Gerule, fraction
(Small Holding- Claim No. 661.)
Department of the Interior, United
of lots 17 1o 24, Inclusive, block T,
HEAVEN REVEALED,
Atlantic & Pacttlc additlou. $300.
States Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M,
By Benjamin Fiske Barrett.
Dec. 28. 1905.
January' IS Carrie S. Gatewood
Notice la hereby given that the fol
and husband, to Floy B. Eaterday. tas:i pp., 5'4x7 inches; large rype;
lowing-name- d
claimant has filed no
lots 7 and S, block F, Mandell B. &
fine cloth.
tice of his Intention to make final
It. addition. II.
proof in support of his claim under
January 19 A. L. Martin to Manuel
!
ofsections 16 and 17 of the act of March
lx))ez, lot 3. block M, Eastern addi- For a limited period thia book
centa,
with 3, 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended by
fered at trade rates, 50
tion, $1.
9 cents postage for mailing.
21. 1893 , .(27 8tats..
the act of February
January 19 Broadway !.and and In.
.
.
U
vestment company, to Oavld Baca,
anil lii.ii saiu pruui win ue mailt
i
CONTENTS.
before the U. S. Court Commissioner
I "art
of lots " and .1. block O, Eastern
The Origin, of Angels The Essen- at Albquerque, N. M., on the 7th day
addition, $u9.ro.
January 19 Frank Rossi and wife tial Nature of Heaven Character of of February, 1906, viz: Pedro Galle
gos y Gonzales, for the small holding
to David Baca and wife, lot 4, block the Angels Testimony of Scripture
The Sure Way to Heaven PraeticaJ claim No. 661 In Sees. 3, 10 and 11,
O, I lantern addition, $1.1ii.
En1 . 6 ti.. ti. 2 E.
January ly Kitty H. Easterday Tendency of This Disclosure
He names the following witnesses
and husband to Margaret Scott, lots vironment In Heaven, and What De-A
to prove his actual continuous adverse
: and 6, block 22, Huning Highland termines It Societies In Heaven
World possession of said tract for twenty
Heaven for the
addition, IZ.'M'O.
Are Earthly Relationships contin- years next preceding the survey of
Tom HitEljes, the pitcher, has been ued in Heaveu? Meeting and Recog- the township, viz:
by Washington to Connie Mack. nition of Friends In the Hereafter
Jose Aragon y Bernal, of Tome, N.
M.; Francisco Torres, of Tome. is. M.:
.f the Athletics.
'Spider1' Baum, of Personal Appearance of tin Angels
the lx)8 Angeles club, a leading west- Rejuvenescence and Growth In Heav- Manuel Gallegos, of Tome, N. M.; Bernardo Gallegos, of Tome, N. M.
ern t wirier, has also signed with Phil- en Houses and Homes In Heaven
Any person who desires to protest
adelphia.
Garments in Heaven Children In
Heaven Sex and Marriage in Heav- against the allowance of said proof,
in
en Work
Heaven Thre Three ct who knows of any substantial reaHeavens ami How Related Eternal son under the laws and regulations
Progress in Heaven Consociation ot of the Interior Department why such
proof should not be allowed will be
Angels With Men.
given an opportunity at the
Address.
time and place to
THE NUNC LICET PRESS,
the witnesses of said claim42 West .Coulter Street.
ant, and to offer evidence in rebuttal
Philadelphia, Pa.
of that submitted by claimant.
o
MANUEL R. OTERO, Register.
Full
COMING EVENTS
4m
Always .Remember th
axative ftromo Qmi
Perfection Attained.
January 20 Murray and Mack.
can only be attained in the
Perfection
7cr5To3
Day,
Day
One
ia
Cores aCold
January 2J "Hooligan's Troubles." pnysicai by auow.ng
u appro29,
January
30 Ceo. Samuels' Atpriate and not dsipate her own reon every tractions.
sources. Cathartics gripe, weaken
January 31 "Ole Oleson."
dissipate, while DeWltt's Little Eearly
Risers simply expel all putrid matter
'
One Minute Cough Cure contains not ar.d Llie.
thin allowing the liver to asm atom of any harmful drug, and it sume normal
ac'ivlty. Good for the
nas ueen curing Cougs, Colds. Croni complexion, w. M.
!! :a- ,
and Whooping Cough so Ion thut
.
ay.-ears I have
"Fur
T".
nm proven
iu i,e a triej an I Li' tie Early Riser Pills in my family
true friend to the tuauy who use It No bet'c pi'l can be used for constl
f I Sold
by all druggists.
patlon." Sold by all druggists.
Rodey-Hamilto-

20

each

Lou

'each..

If you will fill out the following blank and mail
or hand same in to our office, we will number your
option and reserve such lots as you may select
(Aot to exceed four) until 9 o'clock p. m., February
1st, providing no one else has selected the same
lots prior to your option number. Positively no
sales made until 8 o'clock the morningof Feb'y 1.

k

24 23 22

Office Surety Investment Company

F,

12,

10

on North 5th and

opposite St. Vincent's Academy,'
only two blocks from 4th Ward
Public School. Perfectly level,
rich soil, complete abstract of
title with every deed. Positively
no sales will be made until the
morning of February 1st.

and

Ave.
5

65 Lots

1

190

Lot

$200

11, 12, 13, 14. 15. 16

d

each

165

2m

ch

Buyers to Buy
The handsomest "close in" Addition ever platted in the city of
Albuquerque.

11,

19Q

175
150

each

13.

and

2

Lo

Lot. 3, 4, 6. 6, 8, 9 and 10,
$215 LoU 13 and 24, each

Lot 1
Lot 2
Lou 3, 4, 5. 6. 7 and 8,
Lot 19
Lot 18

w
-

r-

Lot

1m

Ave.
f-

NOTICE

FOR PUBLICATION.

NOTICE

-

Office Surety Investment Company

NOTICE

FOR PUBLICATION.

U0

SOUTH SECOND STREET

FOR PUBLICATION.

(Small Holding Claim No. 662.)
(Small Holding Claim No. 445.)
(Small Holding Claim No. 1054.)
Department of the Interior. United Department of the Interior. United Department of the Interior, United
States Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M
States Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M.,
states Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M.,
January 17, 1906.
January 9, HWtti.
January 8, 1906.
folNotice is hereby given that the
Notice is hereby given that the folNotice is hereby given that the fol
lowing named claimant has filed no- lowing named claimant has
filed no- lowing named claimant has filed notice of ins Intention to make final tice of Tils Intention to make final tice of bis Intention to make final
proof in support of his claim under proof In Biipiiort of his claim under proof In support of his claim under
sections 16 und 17 of the act of March sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
3, 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended 3. 1891, (26
3. 1891, (26 Stats., 854), as amended
854), as
by the act of February 21, 1893 (27 by the act ofStats..
February 21, 189.1, (27 by the act of February 21, 1893, (27
Stats., 470), and that said proof will states.. 4i(). and
proof will States., 470). and that said proof will
be made before United States com- be made before that said
the United States be made before the United States
missioner at Albuquerque. N. M., on court
at Albuquerque, court commissioner at Albuquerque.
February 27. 1906. viz Federlco San- n. si., commissioner
on February 15, 1906., viz.. N. M., on the lth day of February,
chez y Motitoya, for the Small Hold-lu- g Ueatris
C.
de Sanchez, widow of 1906. viz.. Abel Romero, for the S. H.
Claim No. 662, situated in Sec. Jesus H. Sanchez,
deceased, for the C. No. 1054 In Sees. 13 and 24, T. 7
24, T. 7 N., R. 2 E.
S.
C. No. 445. situated in Sec. 25. N., R. 2 E., and Sees. 18 and 19, T. 7
He names the following witnesses T. H.
R. 2 E., and Sec. 30, T. 7 N.. N., R. 3 E.
to prove his actual continuous ad- It. 73 N.,
E.
He names the following witnesses
verse possession of said tract for
Ho names the following witnesses to prove his actual continuous adverse
twenty years next preceding the surto prove his actual continuous adverse possession of said trat't for twenty
vey of the township, viz:
possession of said tract, for twenty years next preceding the survey of
Mellton S. Otero, of Peralta, N. M.; years
next precedlrTg the survey of the township, viz.:
Juan AK)daca, of Valencia, N. M.;
Eraelio Garcia, of Peralta, N. M.:
Benito Armijo, or Valencia. N. M.; the township, viz.:
Manuel Maes, of Valencia. N. M.; Jesus Garcia, of Valencia, N. M.; MellERtanislas Garley, of Peralta. N. M.
ton S. Otero, or Peralta, N. M.; HIg-IniAny person who desires to protest Mariano Perea. of Valencia. N. M
Chavez, of Peralta. N. M.
against the allowance of said proof, Jose O. Chavez, of Valencia, N. M.;
Any person who desires to protest
or who knows of any substantial rea- Miguel Sllva. of Valencia, N. M.
Any person who desires to protest against the allowance of said proof
son under the laws and regulations
of the Interior department why such against the allowance of said proof or who knows of any substantial rea- proof should not be allowed will be or who knows of any substantial rea SOU under the law n unit repntationa nf
given an opportunity at the above son under the laws and regulations of the Interior department why such
allowed, will be
mentioned time and place to cross the Interior department why such proof should not
examine Ihe witnesses of said claim- proof should not be allowed, will be given an opportunity at the
ant, and to offer evidence in rebuttal given an opportunity at the
time and place to
e
the witnesses of said claimtime and place to
of that submitted bv claimant.
tne witnesses of said claim- ant, and to offer evidence In rebuttal
MANUEL R. OTEIU). Register.
ant, and to offer evidence in rebuttal of that submitted bv claimant.
o
of that submitted bv claimant.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Register.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
(Small Holding Claim No. 700.)
Register.
Department of the Interior, United
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
States Iand Office. Santa Fe, N. M.,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Dec. 28, 1905.
(Small Holdlug Clarni No. 617.)
(Small Holding Claim No. 655.) .. Department of the Interior. United
Notice U hereby given that the following-named
claimant has filed no- Depart nieut of the Interior, United
States Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M.,
States Ijind Office, Santa Fe, N.
tice of his intention to make final
January It, I9(ili.
M., Dec. 29, 1905.
proof In support of Ins claim under
Notice Is hereby given that the folsections 16 and 17 of the act of March
Notice is hereby given that the follo- lowing uamed claimant has filed no3, 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended by wing-named
claimant has filed no- tice of his Intention to make final
the act of February 21. 1S93 (27 Stats., tice of IiU Intention to make final proof in support of his claim under
470), and that said proof will be made proof in support of his claim under sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
before the U. S. Court Commissioner .Sections 16 and 17 of the act of March 3. 1891. (26 Stats.. 854), ad amended
at Albquerque, N. M.. on the 7th day 3, 191 (26 Stats., 854), as amended by the act of February 21, 1893, (27
of February. 1906. viz: Juan Apodaca. bv the act of February 21, 1893, (27 States.. 470), and that said proof will
for the lot 1, sees. 3 and 24, and lot Stats.. 470), and that said proof will be made before the United States
2, sec. 23. T. 7 N.. R. 2 E.
be made before U. 8. Court Commis- court commissioner at Albuquerque.
He names the following witnesses sioner at Albuquerque, N. M., on the N. M., on February 17, 1906, Viz..
to prove his actual continuous adverse Sth day of February, 1906, Vis:
Sanchez de Vigil, for the S. II.
possession of said tract for twenty Romulo Aragon y Baca, agent of Ter- C. No. 617. In lot 1
Sees. 25, 26, 35
years next preceding the survey of esa Baca y Garcia de Aragon, for the and 3C; lots 2
and 4. Sec. 26, and lot
tne townshlnp. viz:
Small Holding Claim No. 655, Sec. 25, 3, Sec. 35. T. 7. N.. R. 2 K.
Benito Arruljo, of Valencia, N. M.; T. 7 N., R. 2 E., and Sec. 30, T. 7 N
He names the following witnesses
Jesus Garcia, of Valencia, N. M.;
R. 3 E.
to prove his actual continuous adverse
Apodaca, of Valencia, N. M.;
He names the following witnesses possession of said tract for twenty
Tomas Martinez, of Va'encla, N. M.
to prove bis actual continuous ad- years next preceding the survey of
Any person who d res to protest verse ossession of said trat for the township,
viz.:
against the allowance of said proof. twenty years next preceding the surJuan Apodaca. of Valencia, N. M.;
r who knows of any substantial rea vey of the township, viz:
Benito Armijo, of Valencia, N. M.;
son under the laws and regulations
Rafael Gunile, of Peralta. N. M.;
of the Interior Department why eucb Antonio Jose Aragon, of Valencia, N. Manuel Aland, of Valencia, N. M.;
Garcia, of Valencia, N. M.
proof should not be allowed will be M.; Gregorio Aragon. of Valencia, N. Jesus
Any person who desires to protest
given an opportunity at the
M ;
Francisco Aragon y Baca, o against the allowance of said proof
time and place to
Vab ncla, N. M.
or who knows of any substantial reathe witnesses of said claim
Any person who desires to protest
ant, and to offer evidence In rebuttal against the allowance of said proof, or son under the laws and regulations of
the interior department why such
of that submitted bv claimant.
who knows of any substantial reason proof
be allowed, will be
should
MANUEL R. OTERO, Register.
against the laws and regulations of given an
opportunity at the
o
the Interior Department why such
time and place to
A Modern Miracle.
proof should not he allowed will be
the witnesses of said claim"Truly miraculous s'e,ined the re- given an opportunity at the
ant, and to offer evidence in rebuttal
covery of Mrs Mlii
H'Jlt of this
e
timo and place to
bv claimant.
place," writes J. O R. Hooper. Wood
the witnesses of said claimant, of that fubmuted
MANUEL R. OTERO,
ford, Teun., "she was so wasted by an to offer evidence In rebuttal of
Register.
coughing up puss from her lung.J ttia eubmitl bv claimant.
lectors declared her end so near that
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Beats the Music Cure.
the family had watched by her bedRegister
side forty-eigh- t
"To kee.i die tiody in tune," writes
hours; when, at my
urgent request Dr. King's New Dis
Mrs. lien I in i u 20 Lafayette Place,
Half the World Wonoers
v., " take Dr.
covery was given her. with the aston- how 'tie oiiii r half lives. Those whe PoughUeepsie,
ishing result that Improvement began, us,. HiirkYn's
Arnica Salve never King's New Life Pill-- . They are the
rc'.la'-'.c-- e Cut. Toutj,;; r..o.-.i:
and continued until alia finally com-ie- l milder 'f I'
laWiv I
,
j3 a healthy Burns. Sores ami all Skin Eruptions:
have to i:u! " !'
fur ttie S'omach.
al
'uiaii today." Guaranteed cure f ir thev know if will. Mrs. Grant Shy. Liver and l! "ve!-- i Guarautetn by all
rr"ehs and colds. .Vie and $1.00 at all llli'i K. Reynold s're.-t- . Springfield, (Insists. :,rpi'.
druggists. Trial bottle free.
111., says"I regard It one of the abA Ci'izeu want a t will yet die busisolute n"cesit'e of housekeeping"
Try a Citizen want al
ness. Ti v o:ic.
Guaranteed by all druggist, 25c.
atm-nde-

d
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NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
(Small Holding Claim No. 1601.)
Department of the Interior, Unite
State Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M .
December 20, 1905.
Notice is hereby glren that the fol
lowing named claimant fcu Hied
notice of his intention to make final
proof In support of 'nls claim under s,
sections 16 and 17, of the act of Uarck
5. 1891, (26 Stats., 854),
amende
by the act of February 21, 1893. W '
Stats., 470), and that said proof wUI
be made bnforA tha TTnlta,!
Bt
court commissioner at Albuqnerone.
NT
a.
mitt
i

u u LUO
01 January.
1906. viz.. Meliton S. Otero, for the
S. H. C. Not 1G01, in aecUon 19, town-sni- p

"la ay
a.

7

.

north, range 3 east nd ceo
townahlp 7 north, range

24'

He names the following witnesses
to prove his actual continuous advene
possession of said
for twenty
yean next preceding tract
the surrey of the
township, via:
Jesus Salazar y Otero, of
N. M.; Placldo Salazar y Otero,Peralta.
of Albuquerque. N. Mr Tpjh. c.nk..
Alarld, of Valencia. N. M.: Deslderlo
Gurnle, of Peralta, N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof,
or who knows of any substantial rea
son under the laws and regulations of
mo interior department why
proof should not be allowed, willseek
be
given an opportunity at the above
mentioned time and place to
the witnesses nt m
ant, and to offer 'evidence In rebuttal
"i mui sunmittea by claimant.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
Register.
croaa-exami-

NOTICE

FOR

PUBLICATION.
(Small Holding Claim No. 326.)
Detriment of the Interior. United
States Land Office, Santa F- - N.
3, 1906.

Notice is hereby given that the following named claimant has filed notice of his Intention to make final
proof in support of his claim nnder
sections 16 and 17, of the act of Mare
3. 1891. (26 Stats.. 854). as amended
by the act of February 21. 1893, (37
Stats., 470), and that said proof will
be made before the United
Statee
court commissioner at San Rafael, N.
M., on February 9, 1906, viz.: Barbara
J. de Pino, for tho lots 1 and 2. eee-tio- n
20; lot 3, section 16 and 17. township 10 north, range 7 west.
He names the following witness
to prove his actual continuous
adverse possession of said tract for
twenty years next preceding the eur-ve- y
of the township, vis:
Gorgouio Figueroa. of Cubero, N.
M.; Pablo Lucero, of Cubero. N. M
Hanista Haca, of Cubero, N. M.; Joan
D. Martinez, of Cubero. N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof,
or who knows of any substantial reason under the laws and regulations of
the Ulterior department,
why such,
proof should not be allowed, will be
given an opportunity at the above
e
mentioned time and place to
the witnesses of said claimant, and to offer evidence In rebuttal
of that submitted by claimant.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
Register.
cross-examin-

Indigestion Overcome.
Indigestion is easily overcome by the
use of Kdol Dyspepsia Cure, necaus
this remedy digest- what you eat antt
gives the stomach a rest allow it to
rcnmonno and grow Strang again
Kinloi relievi-- Indtgestiop, Belching of
Gas. Sour Stomach. Heart-Hum- ,
etc..
organs to
and enables the dinei-tlvtransform all foods into the kind of
rich red blood that makes health and
strength. Sold by alt druggist.
s
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The Commercial Club of thia city, at a recent meeting, bavirp appointed a committee, constating of W. H.
e
ChHdrro, A. R. McC.affey and II. A. Macphersnn. to
h memorial to congress, urging Joint statehood for
New Mexico and Arizona, the following able document
wa prepared and unanlmoiiHly approved, and certified by
President Hopewell and Secretary McCanna, It will bo
sent to both houses of congress and to all city and commercial organizations throughout each of the territories
interested.
,
The Memorial.
Your memorialist, the Commercial Club of tlw city
or Albuquerque, Xtw Mexico, respectfully petitions your
honorable bodies to pass the act known as tho Hamilton
bill now pending In the house of representatives, to enable the people of the territories of Arizona and New
Mexico to adopt a constitution and come Into the union
as ono state.
that It Is a commercial
Your memorialist repre.-enf-s
and social organization, composed of over 2(U members,
must of whom are residents of the city of Albuquerque,
but many of whom reside In other parts of the territory
It further represents that It is disof New Mexico.
organization, In which all the bustinctly
iness Interests of the territory are represented.
The club further represents to your honorable Indies that the territories of Arizona and New 'Mexico were
That the division of New
formerly one territory.
Mexico into two territories was not of diversity of interest, but for other reasons, perhaps principally for
convenience of administration at a time when there
That
were no railroads west of the Missouri river.
there Is no diversity of interests; that such few differences In production of coal, iron, other mineral, and
agriculture, as do exist, render each territory the complement of the other.
Your petioner further represents that there Is no
real antipathy between the people of the two territories.
It further represents that the efforts being made to Impress your bodies that such antipathy exists, do not
euine from the people of either territory, but. the factitious showing of Interested corporations and office hold-er- a,
in, both territories, who are opposed, from selfish
motives, to according to the people of either territory
the full measure of American citizenship and the Inand representaestimable right of local
tion in the congress of thr'T'nited States, and a voice
In the selection of the president of the United States.
These corporate Interests are able at. an times to
end to Washington all the representatives they wish, to
advocate what they assume to be their interests; and
when there, assume to represent and speak for all the
people.
The people themselves are nQt able to maintain such a brilliant lobby there, 'even if they desired
to do so.
of our
, Your petitoner submits that the constitution
country .never contemplated a government of corporations, or representation by corporations, but "a government of the people, for the people, and by tho people.'
Upon whom does the bruden of the expense of protecting the property of the large corporate Interests, railAn exroad and mining, in the two territories, fall?
amination of the court records will show what that expense la.
An examination of the court records will
show that it does not fall upon these corporations, but
upon the private citizens who pay taxes in the two territories, when a comparison of the public expense in
curred for the protection of this property is compared
with the taxes assessed and collected.
Your petitioner further represents that the two territories combined have made such progress, and reached
such a permanent stage of development, as to Insure,
If admitted as one state, a great commonwealth, forever
creditable to its people as w'ell us the
union.
It further represents thut while both territories are
making rapid strides in the development of all their
material resources, mineral, agricultural, and the cuttle
and Bheep Industries, yet it is a fact patent to every
person,
unprejudiced observer and every
that after all the lands susceptible or being cultivated
by natural and artificial means have beeu brought under
cultivation,
the two territories must forever, as
a whole, remain sparsely settled, and that a
greater part of the total area, where useful
at all, must be used for grazing purposes. In
making this statement
meant to deit is not
tract from the value of the resources of the territoThey are great and permanent, and If they can
ries.
be developed and fostered under the privileges of a
titute government and national representation, they will
undoubtedly be shown to be greater than they at present seem. Nevertheless the fact that most of the urea
will never furnish permanent homes to settlers, as In
the east or middle western states, is but the statement
of what Is patent to all.
Your memorialist therefore earnestly urges tlie Immediate passage of the Joint statehMd bill.
Do not
hold this question longer In abeyance, to the great detriment aud injury of the two territories.
For years the
people of New Mexico have not only beeu denied state-hooasked from
but whenever any relief has b(-congress for any abuse, the answer has been Hint statehood would soon be accorded, and the evil complained ol
The people of the two territories should
1hus remedied.
not huve their rights longer sacrificed to corporate interests aud political considerations, or their progress
The welfare of both Territories, as well as
retarded.
e
rn ! ;n .
that of the whole nation, demands the
of the pending act and the prompt sett lenient ol
Your petitioner therethe status of these territories.
fore repeats that it earnestly urges your honorable
Itftdies to promptly enact into law this measure
pie-par-
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A liuruugo, Colorado, special to 'lie Denver Republican of yesterday says that the largest deal ivcr mad
in that county hail Just been made public.
The South
ern Pacific railroad company purchased the Porter coal
mines and the price is said to have been $1 .mnt.niiil.
It has been known for some time t hit t sucli a deal
was pending, but details were kepi quiet ami the lieu.
only leaked out on Thurnlay. when I. A. Porter, president of the Porter Fuel company, am! John A. McNeil,
a banker of Denver and Durango. left for Denver.
They
had been closing up the details of the transaction, Mr.
McNeil acting for the railroad.
The Porter mines are four miles from Durango, ami
contain lo.'mii acres, ami together with other coal lauds
recently located and bought by the railroad people, make
the Southern Pacific now the owner of about ju.biio
acres.
The Porter mines are tlt. largest producers ol
coal in southwest Colorado.
Since early last fall. Hi
Southern Pacific has been prospecting for coul over a
large area of country southwest of Durango.
I no Southern I'aclflc lias tor a year or more been
making surveys from Its coal properties mar Durango
running In a southwesterly direction through uortwestern
New Mexico and southeastern Arizona, to a connection
on Its main line, the promised road generally being call
ed the Arizona &. Colorado, the survejs for which cross
the Kant a Fe between this city ami Ca.lup. This additional purchase of coal proper leu a' so larne a price,
would stteiii to assure the building "f '!
propose,! road
aud that right speedily.

Partly Right.
have heard your husband spoki-of
as a pure-foo- d
enthusiast.
Mrs. Croosway He's a fund enthusiast, any vwty.
lie can eat more than any two men I know of. ('Mianii
Tribune.
I

-
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Starving That Medicine Might be Procured
For Dying Husband.

WORKED

1906.

Special Sale of Children' s
Suits and Overcoats

Wife Was

The world Is growing better.
The most Important
upward step In the modern history f the church took
place at the recent Interchurch conference In New York,
when the evangelical churches
formed a union for
greater strength In their practical work for the lwi ferment of mankind.
This action Is
sign of the times.
Men's minds are broadening out from the deep, narrow-rutof opinion into the common channel of work.
It
cannot be long until this union will embrace Jew and
gentile alike, unitarian and trinllarlan until men of all
creeds work together in spreading peace and happiness
abroad through the earth.
During the dark nge8 churchmen spent their time
discussing occult problems, such as how many angels
could dance on the point, of a needle, while the robber
barons were plundering traveling merchants.
And now,
in this twentieth century, the more earthly subjects of
apple dumplings vs. beer has stirred tho eloquence of
Words, only words,
ministers from Maine to California.
g
while our Jewish brothers In Russia are suffering
worse than those of the Spanish Inquisition!
The church has always stood too much on the defensive.
What Is there to defend?
That pom pons part of the British royal title "The
Defender of the Faith," which Henry VIII took for himself. Is the greatest paradox in the Kngllsh language.
If there is one thing in the world strong enough to
I.Ike a rock It has stood In a
stand alone It is faith.
sea of doubt, and a rock it makes of those who have It.
When that squat littel monk, Martin Luther, alone and
without a tremor, faced his Judges, the assembled pow
stand
ers of Kurope, with "I will not recant; here
xo help me (lod!" he was not defending his faith; he
was faith personified.
Faith makes a man strong to
of
do.
And now there Is a step toward the union
mass their strength
will
If the churches
faiths.
against that curse of all our cities, the slums; if they
will find a way, as tho Salvation Army has done, to
reach the poor and lowly in their Ignorance and
if tln'y will declare a war of work, Instead of
The
words then their union will bear rich fruit.
union of churches has begun, and union means strength.
In union, the question among churches will no longer be
What do we think? but What can we do?

20,
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BROUGHT TO LIGHT

Move After All

Memorial to Congress.

Mrs. Naylior

PITIFUL CASE

JANUARY

SATURDAY,

ABOUT NIGHT

AND

DAY

s

ntro-ritie-

..i.i

ah

and 13.30 Suit
and I4..-.- two piece Suits. Special ... "
All 13.50, $(J and 16.50 three piece
Suits. Special
three piece Childrens' Suits, 3 to H year., ranging from
Hoy. Overcoat,, all $4 ones at the Special
price of
Hoys' Overcoats, all $0 ones at
the Special price of
Hoys' Overcoats, air $(1.50 ones at the Special
price of
Hoys' Overcoats, all $8 ones at the Special
price f
Hoys' Overcoats. Hll $10 ones a:
the Special price of

Alone In their Motiiiaiii road abode,
and her dying
Mrs. Alice
husband were suffering keenly the
pangs of hunger until their sad iillg.it
was discovered by parlies In the neighborhood and their needs attended to.
The I.andaker home consists of one
miserably furnished room. On a bed
there He's the head of the household.
He Is a victim of tuberculosis, and his
hours on earth arc few. II is the ques
t'he
tion of but a short time before
deadly germ will have finished
its
work on tne lungs ol Mr. I.niulaker.
anil he will be no more.
manner In w hich
The
tho wife has labored for the man she
promised to love and cherish, only

All $4

WRITER ON MINING

DON'T

VISITING NEW MEXICO
EVIDENCE THAT THE TERRITORY
MINING POSSIBILITIES ARE
THE OUTSDE WORLD.
Hlakely Graham, who has the repu
tation of being one of the most conservative and able mining engineers
In the country, passed through the
city, yesterday, and visited the Stubbs
Mr. Graham
Investment company.
lias come direct from New York, on a
special mission for the Mining and En
gineering Journal, to Investigate the
mining possibilities of certain sections
of New Mexico.
He says that more
than ordinary Interest Is being taken
by eastern mining capitalists In the
mines of New Mexico, and states that
we are on the eve of a great mining
boom. As Mr. Graham Is well Inform-fd as to our mineral deposits, having
been identified with the practical development of some of the largest producers In the territory, and Is a great
believer In tho future of New Mexico,
we feel warranted in saying that his
report will he of undoubted benefit
In furthering tho development cf an
industry which We have always held,
will yet place New Mexico in the first
rank as a producer of tho precious
metals.

n
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REST CONTENT.

a measure of satisfaction It remains
for the White I.lly to fill the whole
bill of prime tobacco, flavor, making
up. shape, style and gre-value Tor
money.
little
For. nst'onlshlngly
enough, the While Lily ..ells for as
little as five cents for a single one,
and $2 for a box or fifty, ir vou can
crowd more comfort in the smoking
line Into cigar shape than you 11 find
In this
cigar, tell us.
We'll beat it it we can we haven't
learned how, to date.

J

A.

113Ja WEST

RICHARDS
RAILROAD

AVENUE

FOR

CHRISTMAS COOKING.
The finest flour Is an absolute
essential, especially for cakes
and pastry. . The "EmpreM"
brand Is a flour that never yet
has been surpassed In any particular. Its flavor Is floe and
delicate, It has fine body, and
full of those nutritious qualities so desirable In a famllv
i

M. BERGER

Tuesday, Jan.

23, '06

Arthur J. Aylesworth presents-thmerry, jingling, musical far.'t

Troubles

X

Latest
A

Song Hits

melange of humor, singing, danc-

ing and musical numbers.
Company Includes Wood

& Ward,
comedians;
Three Gllden Sisters;
Mahoney Pros.;
Grace Aylesworth;
Mattie. Fitzgerald; Waller Mack and
15 others.

EASY PAYMENTS

FURNITURE,

STOVES

CROCKERY,
RANGES

AND

i
suggests

MELINI

--

.

YORK

75c, SI

box-olll-

& EAKIN,

. .

not mug
.She- -

s,

DACET DANCE'
DANCE!
AT COLOMBO,
HALL TONIGHT

1. china bargains

you

GENTLEMEN,

nta Hiii, and they're going for little or
l

l:

f
f

oo

Wholc:aH Hgue;

inJ

Oar

Dealers

. . .

SATIRE

LIFE.

Mn si ran.ly made ,u any price; absuluii
healthy and wholesome Choc olateH and

Tl:

&$

lv

bon-limi-

1.50

J,

pure; always fresh,
the purest of the

.

H. O'RIELLY

CO ,

Druggists

Barnett Building

e'

At Hit Word.

ah right,

q
TELE- -

T. Armljo Building.

JUST IN

Scats on, .Sale at Matson's. Thursday, January 18th.

e

lHaler--Ve-

A

Whitman's Candies
piu

Admission:

YOU

CROWD

IN-

THE LATEST MUSICAL
OF NEW

kaiiiki

Exclusive Agents for Yellowstone and O. P. C. Wnlskies, Moet
Chandon White Seal Champagne, St, Louis A. B. C. Bohemian and
Jos. Schliti Milwaukee Bottled Beers, and owners and distributors
of the Alavarado Whiskey. Write for our Hlustrsted Catalogue and
Price List. Automatic Telephone, 199. Salesroom, 111 8outh First
Street. Albuquerque, New Mesloo.

& MACK
THEIR ALL FUN

18 N,

mr0OOOO

Satudray, Jan. 20

;

vv

HAVE

The Colorado Telephone Co.
Room

AND

v

PHONE IN YOUR I50MET Enable
vou to order groceries; call the physician; perform social duties, etc Rates
from five cents per day up. Let ui
tell you about It.

Elks' Theatre

MURRAY

J.

oooooooooo oooocoooooi

I

d.

Val,'

y

1

Borraciaile & Co. i

Tickets will be on sale at Matson's
Book Store.
PRICES, 50c, 75c and $1.00.

THE FAMOUS ORIGINALS

.

LOW PRICES

With the 14th St. Theater,
New York, cast.
Book by Mark E. Swan.
Melodies by Prof. W. M. Stromberg.
The newest and brightest thing in
laughs direct from New York City.

;

'

e
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IMONOBeVTlif

Hooligan's

Worry Uaidenniusmes

these ai..

West Copper Avenue
Wholesale Agent

Elks' Theatre

000000GCK000
WarK Blesses Whale

She- - So

flour.

114

--

opr'y-hous-

u2
I450

the matter of cigars until vou have
smoked at lenst one White Lily. True,
there are some cigars that will Afford
in

e:

Broadway
Congregational Church
at the east end of viaduct ; Hev. .1.
Morning service
W. Ilarron, pastor.
at 11 o'clock; topic of sermon, "Christ
the Sifiers of Human Hearts;'' anthem by the choir entitled. "My Faith
I,ooks Up to Thee." Sunday school
at 10 a. m.; Prof. Hodgln, superintendent. Y. P. S. C. K.. :3o. Even00000X3COOOOOOOOOC0XX0CXXX
ing service at 7:30. The pastor will
me."
killing
My
too
working
is
am
hard.
work
"I
"Mary, the
speak 011 the topic:
medIt is
Work does not kill.
The man is mistaken.
Mother of Jesus." A cordial InvitaWork Is the tion to all.
icine to the body and mind and spirit.
Dissipation
salvation of men; it cures u thousand ills.
Methodist
Church Corner
First
kills, and so does worry, the latter being largely a matter of nerves or indigestion or liver. Or it may bo a Lead avenue and Third street. Kev.
quality of temperament, or it may spring from envy or J. C. Rollins, I). I)., pnstor. Sunday
In most cases school. !i:43 a. m.; the school opens
some other hateful habit of thought.
morning worship
on time;
things promptly
worry is concerning things purely imaginary
at 11 a. in., with sermon by the paslhat cannot be helped.
tor, "A Timely Question."
Junior
One of the best cures for the worry habit Is work, league at 3 o'clock; Ep worth league
Work requires concen at f:3n; evening service at 7:30; the
hard work of body and mind.
nation of effort and thought, and thus makes one forget pastor will preach and there will be
services.
music at both
In fact, work may be made a Joy, and ti special
his troubles.
lltght Strangers nre cordially welcomed and
the joy of working there is no room for worry.
living, right thinking, work these lire specifies for most the general public invited.
of the Ills caused by worry.
Baptist Church The acting pastor.
many-sideDissipation kills, and dissipation
is
Robert I.. Kelly, will preach both
Excessive use of liquors, gambling, carousing are not the morning and evening. Subject, 11 a.
only ways in which one may dissipate.
He may dissi- ni., "Consecration and Service." Spepate in eating as well as in drinking, or in loss of sleep, cial singing, Mrs. Mills and Mr. May-uar- d
the choir. The subject
n in any form of
or in a foolish worry of theassisting
evening service will be "The
thai weakens; and not only so, but the man who does Woman Who Touched the Hem of ills
not read and inform himself about what the world Is Gurmeiii," the first of a
cerles of
doing, the man wut does not form the habit of solttl sermons on "Lives Touched by the
liinking also dissipates.. So does the man who neg
Master." Special music by the choir.
lects io take jdijsiial exercise
or to practice deep Mrs. W. II. Mills will sing "Lead,
In
Kindly Light," by D. Protheroe.
1 "
ireailiiitg ami dissipation of whatever sort kills.
the evening Mr. Kelly will sing a solo.
e.bct that requires man to earn his bread through reaStrangers
city are
sonable ami remunerative labor is u blessing, not a invited to inallthethe services cordially
of the
goes
curse. Wlni.ii
I,, his work, eager to do, is blessed. church.
Whoso puts his nmul 10 bis work will find the burden
Presbyterian Church ICIks
First
of worry slip from his shoulders. And the pleasure of
opera house.
Services at II a. m.
the lask well done vwli become' his dally Joy.
and 7:;!ii p. ni. The pastors have arranged an exchange of pulpits with
Particular.
the understanding that all will deal
"Auy man with a sense of humor." once observed with the common theme, "Evangel-Ism.- "
Frank Daniels, the comedian, "can always find someRev. Mr. Crawford, ol
the
thing to his entertainment If he will stand near the
Christian church, will exchange pulmorning
with
the pastor.
window of 'the
in any small town and pits this
listen lo the Itubes ns lliey make known their wants to On Monday evening the annual social
meeting
of
the congreand business
the man Mho pci.dles the tickets.
gation will be held, to which all memu , ..ii.ii.i.F n.iur the
"tint lit m,i,. .il.. 0 ..... .......
bers and friends of the church are
window a few minutes before the heginnjug Invited.
of a matinee ,jicn by a friend's combination.
A fine
Sunday school, 9:45 u.iu .: Young
otii ipoy
nun the country one of the kind 'hut sees People's meeting at tl:45 p. in. Hiu.:!i
about one show In two ears approached the window, A. Cooper, pastor.
'
his roll in his hand, ami delivered himself of the folFIFTY CENT SUNDAY blNNER
lowing:
AT ZEIGER CAFE. FROty 12 TO 3
'
"'Say. young filer:' (In a voice loud enough to be P. M.
heard a block awn)) '(limine a good seat! I want it
o BEST DINNER IN fHE CITY AT
right down in the middle lane, and close tip to the e- THE COLUMBUS H.otEL TOMORROW. 25 CENTS.
el eises:'" . Hal (M I S Weekly.

f.Y.
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FINE CLOTHING and FURNISHINGS

1

Is Our Possession.

JJJV

....'.

totti. Special price

13.30

M. MANDELL

yesterday came to the surface. While
he lay on hi cot unable to hardly
help 'himself, she has gone forth and
worked in t.ie factories. She had no
profession to fall back on, so her
earnings were but $1 or $3 per week.
On this sum the necessities
of life
were procured, the rent paid, and the
medicine the husband hail to have pur
chased. It is understood thut lately
It. took
about all the plucky woman
could earn to buy
medicine with.
When friends entered the house yesterday morning t'.iere was not a bile
to eat In the place. Then the struggle
witn adversity Mrs. I.andaker had experienced caine out. A touch of nature will nuke the whole world kin.
The hearts of all were touched. The
grocery was communicated with, hike-wis- e
tho butcher shop, physician's office and drug store. The pantry was
replenished and the sick man
XX0XXXXXXXXX0XXX)0000000 soon
made more comfortable.
Then a
warmer house was rented and the
sick man moved into It. The
Benevolent society was also
notified and Ills understood that they
By Charles Grant Miller.
will render financial help toward making the tact days of the sick man on
00OCKXXXXXC0COC0XXXX
earth pleasant, and permit the greatly
This is a world of beauty not to them who have fatigued woman needed rest and conmoney, to pluck and wear Its rosea, but to them who tentment. Insomuch that her loved one
With love of can die in peace.
have souls sensitized to the sweet odors.
the beautiful in man, no one can be poor; without it
noue can be rich. Happiness is carried not in the pocket I WHERE TO WORSHIP
but in the heart.
park
The millionaire niayx make his t liousand-acr- e
Highland Methodist Church J. M.
In the rich valley anil by u fiction of the law call It his
Sollle, pastor. Preaching at 11 a. m.
own; but if all Is the front yard of the poorest squatter and
7:30 p. m. Sunday school at 9:45
In the rudest cabin on the rugged hillside.
The one a. ui.; Junior League, 3 p. m.; Senior
No!
It
who has paid for it owns it?
most truly League, ti;3n p. m.
Strangers made
possessed by the one who most enjoys It.
welcome.
What, can a beautiful park mean to a man whose
Christian Church Meets in the
And to one who
heart is smothered In a money bag?
Sunday
Commercial club building.
loves the trees, the brooks, the hills, the sky, what niat
Why, Adam and Kve never school, 10 a. in. Rev. Hugh A. Cooper
ters it who holds the title?
of the Presbyterian
church, will
Descendants of theirs today ho
hail a deed to Eden.
preach a special evangelistic sermon
It was not the land Itselt at 11 a. m., and the minister, E. E.
deeds, but not possession.
which was taken away, but the power to enjoy It. What Crawford, will preach at 7:30 p. 111.
We can really
we love Is ours and nothing more.
possess nothing that we sacrifice to our own selfish purSt. John's Episcopal Church CorSerposes.
It Is only to the man who Is poor lhat wealth ner Fourth and Silver avenue.
Holy
glows like a bright star In the night. . The law of vices tomorrow as follows:
7:30 a.m.; Sunday school
recompense always Is In force. It Is only when darkness communion,
10 a. m. morning prayer; litany and
shrouds our world that we see the light of a million sermon, 11 a. 111,; evening prayer and
Scfc'ntlats tell us that If we could approach a sermon, 7:30 p. m. All seats free. A.
others.
'
star Its glow and glamor would vanish and the star G. Harrison, rector.
Itself dissipate into dust .
Silver
Church Corner
Lutheran
Ditl we not learn In babyhood that the bubble Is
Sunday school,
The gems in the fine and Sixth street.
brilliant only until we grasp It?
lady's hair and at her throat sparkle not for her ?yes. 9:45 a. iu.; confirmation service, Ger-m.
English, 7:30 p.
She owns only some man, 11 a. in.;
but for the eyes of others.
G. Weinnlng, pastor.
stones, never the light that dances in them. ' This
Tomorrow a class of nine will be
priceless treasure Is only for them who love It., and for recleved into full membership of the
in
very
feet
broadcast
is
their
at
It
scattered
them
St. Paul's Lutheran church by the
countless myriads of frost flakes on the brown winter rite of confirmation, as follows: Mia
grass,
Selura Kraemer, Alice and Stella
earth and In the morning dewdrops In the summer
Yes: what we love Is ours; and In tho same degree as Schreiber, Florence Randolph, Emllle
we love we own. All that Is good In the world we may and I.ydia Kraberger, Alma Stryse,
Pauline Keller, Mr. Wallace Mowers.
own. if we will.

Whatever We Love

JfJ?

.'

i;.b,.

i

hut blue dish for nothing,

cJ.ADlES free!
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THE fUEHR

Strong's Sons

STRONG

8tth 'Pfcooes.

BLOCK.

Ceremonies
Santa Fe,

N. M.,

Jan. 22, '06

For the above occasion tickets
""'
will be bold to
return for one fare f"r the
Hound Trip.
- V, fan'
Hate of al".
Heturn limit, Jv- - -- .
further information
at the ticket .mee.i.Ki)V(

'"'

UNDERTAKING CO.

307 West Railroad Arenas.
Day

or Night

CLARHVILLC PRODUCE CO

UNDERTAKERS
Superintendeuts
Fairvlew
Sau:a Harbara Cemeteries

and

MONUMENTS
201 21

1

N.

Second St., Both Ptones.

HA V, GRAIN AND FEED

Wholesale and Retail
HIDES. PBLT8 AND WOOL
J. B. MacMANUS. Mgr.
603 South First Street Both Phones

RANKIN & CO.

vine fvct'd wrm xiVkJ. ITQTatw
LOANS

Automatic pnona 451.
Room 10, N. T. Armljv, Building

.

l
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FIRST MESSAGE

COUNCIL OFFERED

THE ClT

SENT TO DENVER

FOR WATER PLANT

$250,000

But ComMny's Representative Refused the Liberal
)ffer Interesting Special Meeting
Held Last Night. .
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DOUBLE

LOCAL PATRON

e

-

MOTHER MAY NOT

oo

OC-

CURS NEXT MONDAY

Brother Hon. Herbert J. Hagerman
of That City Search For Lost
Bears Distinction of 'PhonWill Assume Governor's
Brings Peter McNanwa
ing It Last Night.
Office January 22.
t) Albuquerque.

liu iiiuncil

twen-ty-flv-

INAUGURATION

A. E. McKenzie

jcld a special 300 legal voters and properly owners
A. B. McKen.le, of Denver, the trap
the cliy of Albuquerque, praying
iti(ilii In Clerk Lee's tilliei- Inst nishi of
city council Immediately ne- shooter who Is In the city as the guest
that
the
fdr thq purpose of discussing, tiie gotiate with the present owners of of Joe Barnett, bears the distinction
the Water Supply company for the of being the first person In Albuvater question.
The councn on Im'Ihh railed to or- purchase of its works and to obtain querque, Outside of the telephone exder, inimeiliately went into a commit-te- i release of the city from lis contract change employes, who has talked
with Denver, using the long distance
Alderman Wller-so- with the company.
of the whole.
"Whereas, the council through Its service In any way out of the city.
whs the first to speak. His talk
Early last evening Mr. McKennle
was alonj? the line of whether the special committee, 'having ascertained
plant would he a paving Investment the value of the Water Supply com- lett his call wltii the toll operator
fur the city. He . Iielieved lha it pany's plant and the council being ad- from the Alva.rnde. his ticket was
would bo a paying Investment at any- vised In the premises by said special made out. and the electric current
committee, and the Water Supply was In a Jiffy later whizzing over the
thing less than $300,ooo.
w, at
i,i.irmun r.i
r followed Mr. company having signified their will- wire to Denver. 528 miles away. DenMr. illlenwater explain- ingness- io sell provided the people and ver answered promptly, and In Icrs
Wilkerson.
time probably than it takes to tell
ed that reparding additional expend!-- j the company can agree as to price.
"Resolved, by the city council of the It. Mr. McKenzle's party was rouseel
tures the city would have to make In
extensions would be for increased! city of Albuquerque, i First) that the and talking to him. It'ccst Mr. Mcbusiness and tshould not be cotisliU red Water Supply company Is hereby of- Kenzie $2. SO for the three minutes he
as a dead Investment nor a part ,,f fered the sum of $250,000 for its tight "chewed the rag," but he says his
ami title tJ the entire plant including money was well, spent for the service
the purch;ie price.
Aldirman Hanky: "l believe that' ; lie land, upon which the same may be ws simply great.
vroday many local
persons conit is tiie desire of the majority or the located. That Is to say. tiie city of Apeople of the city Hint the city own , lbuquerque to assume ail the present versed with other xiiits on the line.
the water works. We've hecu duly-- bonded indebtedness. arl the differ- Attorney Harry 1'. Owen held a three-minut-e
talk with Santa Ke this morndallviim along here, and to get at the' ence bel Weill the bonded indebtedroot of the thing, I'll offer a resolution ness and $25ii.uofl to be paid to the ing, he being the first resident of Asetting forth a price I think 'he ?"': Water Supply compau. (Second) lbuquerque lo break in the new toll
That in the event that the Water line.
ought to pay for the plant."
The operator at the local exchange
It was at this point that Mr. Hanky Supply company should ncrept t Ills ofwhich was fer that the question of purchase and says ihat one ctll frrm Santa Fe was
offered the resolution
received today. No e'omplalnts thus
finally adopted, and which is printed '"nance of bonds lie snbniitt d in
existing territorial far have been tiled relative to the servwith
further on in this article.
statutes at tho regular municipal elec-- ice so it is to lu Inferred that It Is
Alderman Walker offered a
satisfactory.
n io be held In April. 190B."
to Mr. Ilanley's resolution.
Mr.
On the adoption of the resolution,
Then followed a debate, and many
Mr. McMillen
resolution received
MunW
announced that tiie
T
amendments anil knocks lieloi'e it Waier company would not accept
,
n
li,,,.
$250,000.
.uui'iiuH its coal.
AROUND THE TOWN" BY MURni.r,,i.n iifulH s:iid that he wasn
that
RAY & MACK AT ELKS OPERA
anything
In favor or buying
he BICYCLIST CAUiES
HOUSE.
wasn t tor sfle." "It It's for sale," ofsaid, "let the company make ns an
A BAD RUNAWAY
"Around the Town." a new comedy.
fer. It's against all principles of busiby Murray & Mack, w ill be tho atness to try to buv anything that's not
toUy trying to avert a collision with traction at 'the Elks opera house
for sale. As to Mr. Wilkerson's
we have t( pay Interest on another bicyclist, a young man whose night, and freim the large number of
ment
that
' ISOO.oon, it is a- farce. ' We don't have name could not be ascertained, ran tickets sold it is quite evident the
house will be crowded. This is the
to sell the lionds issued unless we need into the horse of William Menaul, most
offering Murray and
which was tied near the iHistoliiee, Mack pretentious,
to."
ever attempted, and their
Then Mr. Ilfeld said that he would causing it to break loose and run successhave
along the line this season
like to know something about the away about 11 o'clock this morning. has beenall most encouraging.
While
works.
covering
water
the
now
frightened
badly
The
which
animal,
bonds
they have always been a record-breakiA. B. McMillen, who was present, rep- was hitched to a light sprvag wagon,
Judging from
attraction.
resenting the water company, stated dashed up Novt.h Second street, cre- newspaper notices, their success this
in
due
were
them
of
$110,00(1
peamong
ating
panic
a
vehicles and
that
season exceeds all previous efforts.
1912, but were payable at. the option of destrians.
At the corner of Tljeras This will make Murray and Mack's
paying
any
interest
company
at
avenue and Second street, It was fourteenth
the
season as
consecutive
dale, which dates occur twice a year, brought, to a sudden halt by colliding stars at the head of their own organin
payable
wore
wagon
with a
belonging to the Singer ization, a record that has never hoen
and $75,000 of them
1910. Both issues unr t per cent in- Sewing Machine company. The Me- duplicated in farce comedy history.
naul vehicle, the tjlnger Sewing ma- While Murray and Mack are compar
terest.
"If what Mr. McMillen has slated is chine wagon and a heavy wagon in atively young men, they are. with
Ilfeld,
the
"if
Mr.
(lie street service, suffered severely tnree or four exceptions, lu point of
true." continued
water company does not care to sell from t'he smashup. The runaway continued activity together, the oldoff."
horse broke the reach in the big est team before the public.
its plant, kfs call the business
This last statement, of Mr. Ilfeld wagon as it dashed across Copper
An entire new equipment, of scen
Hn
avenue.
ery and a complete new set of gowns
brought Mr. McMillen to his feet.
advise
have been provided for the chorus,
said that "he was not there to
the council, but he did not think that ANNA
and the Btars promise a bully, brist
BURHAM
IS
in
the
$250.01(0. the offer set forth
ling entertainment.
Hanley resolution, was a fair offer.
FROM
NASHVILLE,
propUNIV.
"I have demonstrated that the
A VERY f NJOYABLt
erty is worth $300,000 hut I will make
CONCERT LAM NIG1T
Anna Biirbuui, the girf who while In
ihis offer," continued Mr. McMillen.
"I. want R understood that this n starving , condition appealed to
was made after the stockholders Sheriff Armljo, and was later sent lo GIVEN BY EPWORTH LEAGUE AT
of the eevmpuny hah" held a meeting, the hospital through the efforts of
METHODIST
HIGHLAND
THE
and fhat It is final. We will transfer Dr. Fearce, it appears came from
CHURCH.
1,
Nashville,
ago.
.luly
Tennessee, some time
our business to the city on
1906, all rights and privileges, fran- She fell Into vices here which was
The entertainment given by Ih
means
the
pay
of her being cast from so- Epworth
chise included, the company to
League last nighi at the
all obligations and collect all bills, for ciety. Many of those who helped the Highland Methodist church, was an
girl to ruin lulled to lend her any
the consideration of $275,000."
when appealed to. and the un- unqualified success, the audience being
Alderman Harrison took the floor for help
fortunate was saved from starvation as large as the church could properthe first time during the meeting. "I by
ly accommodate, anil
the program
the sheriff.
firmly believe that the city will have
rendered of a nature calculated to
to renew in this city within a very
please all tastes. The recitations by
short time," he said. "I was here NEW MEXICO SHRLMERS-WILMiss Elizabeth llrown and Miss May
when A. A. Grant built this plaut, and
Owens were particularly appreciated
we old settlers were glad to have him
ATTEND COUNCIL and elicited well merited applause.
do it, but 'he built a plant for a vilMiss May Owens, by special request,
gave an extra reading to substitute
lage and not for a city like AlbuTin.
Citizen
learned
this
morning,
querque 'has grown to be. I heard Mr. from George H. Browne, a well
number allotted to C. M. Whar
known the
ton, who failed to appear owing to
Burke, manager of the water works at Mystic Shriner. that the New Mexico
Colorado Springs, express himself ou delegation. illM'llllllllir Uhrinun,
.1 some indisiKisition. hehubert's Sere
Mr. Kiffle.'s reHti, and he smiled at l.'ieir wives, and numbering about gnu nade, a special arrangement for celit. He stated that it wasn't any re- pcopie. win attend the Imperial Conn lo, rendered by J. A. Blondln, and
port at all. Mr. Uurke has had
seconded by Miss Nellie I'ratt, accil at I.os Angeles,
7 to 12, In t
companist, won this
his
years experience in the busi- royal manner. TheyMay
artist
all congre usual
popular
favor
of
tribute
ness, and I believe him to be a man gate acre, and leave will
the
encore,
an
for
and
demand
of excellent judgment. He stated that metropolis on a special train,territorial
consist- which was given, anil equally well
in the Arkansas river valley, where ing of five Pullman coaches,
two din
conditions are very similar to what eis and a baggage ear. The New received. The audience was in a rethey are here, the life of calamine Mexico Shriners. so says .Mr. Browne, ceptive mood and every number on
pipe was not over twelve or rttteen will have their headquarters at the the program was awarded generous
applause.
years.
famous Hollenbeck hotel, corner of
The vocal solo by Miss Margaret
"I would like to know the condition Second and Spring streets,
Col. Emmons,
piano solos by Misses
of these pipes. I, as a member of the Joltll S. Mitchell, line of 1h.. and
urmirtn. Ward well and (iansereit, baritone and
Mr. Riffle to let me tors, and general manager
council, leipK-htebig violin solos by Men hold Havens were
of
know wlien he excavated any of these noiei, nas promised to See to the
It
Nothing was
all keenly appreciated.
pipes, but he failed to do so. In fact, every Shriner from New .Mexico that
has more evident than that the concert
I haven't
been able to find where he a royal good time while in
the "Ciiv was exceptional. As regards general
dug up any pipe."
or Angels." Mr. Browne says
ter satisfaction,
and
artistic
merit.
Then Mr. Harrison defined the cal- ritorial dinners have secured the
seventy-ffinancial returns, judged by the large
amine pipe. He said that it was com- ive
rooms
all the parlors at att endance.
posed of tin, bad and inc. and in the Hollenbeck.and
his estimation, was no better than a,
POLICE COURT
stove pipe.
BIG GRAIN ELEVATOR
Dr. Harrison concluded In- saying:
OPENED FOR BUSINESS.
"J firmly believe that If we should
J t in Thomas was arrested yesterday
St. Joseph, Mo.. Jan. 20. Tho big
buy these water works at $27r,00, we Harroun grain elevator at El wood, morning for Intoxication and picking
would have to Issue a half million dol- Kan., on the other side of the river, up money at the Ked Light Saloon
lars' worth of bonds to carry it."
was reopened
tj him. He
business. II which diil not
Oillenw ater
protested is operated by today for Nash
Alderman
of Chi- pleaded guilty before Judge Crawford
againvt lr. Harrison's attack on the cago and W. II. William
Ferguson of Lincoln. and was sentenced to either pay $.ri
calaminoy pipe, and called upon Alderei., two of the leading grain men f'r serve five days on the streets.
man Isherwood. as a practical man. to of the west. The elevator has been
Ceorge Oleason of Thornton, when
give his opinion or the pipes of the rebuilt,
Improved machinery In picked up by l lie police last nlg'ht,
idly. Air. Isherwood said that they tailed, atand
a cost of $:!0.immi. The ele had something like $2ti.50 on his perw re in fine condition.
He had exam- vator had been damaged by a seven son, which it can lie surmised he
ined a number of pipes of the city, storm In May
this mornof last year and had would not have posse-sseand fountl ih. in not the least worn. to be placed out of commission. It ing if allowed io continue his drunk.
He staled that he saw these pipes put wa found that it would be more ad- It only cost (ileason $5 for tho condown in 1S84 and 1X85.
vantageous to put in new and Im sideration tho city hal in his welfare.
Alderman Harrison objected to Mr. proved
Duncan Picking, a vagrant, was
than merely to have(illlenwuter. who was secretary of the the old machinery
machinery repair! I. The orig sleeping in the gas house last nlg'nt.
any
Water Supply company, taking
inal cost of the
was more when "pinched." Picking gave a good
further part in the discussion. The l nan $Ko.000 and structure
Its capacity is over account of himself, and upon 'his promalderman acquiesced in the objection. hair a million bushels.
ise to leave the city today if he failed
Wilkerson moved that the Hanley
in securing work, he was released.
evolution he amended to read
MEDICOS ANXIOUS TO
John O'Grady got drunk last night
The amendment
in Mead of $2CU.0mi.
BREAK INTO THE ARMY and fell adee-In the street.
I'nless
Washington, D. C, Jan. 2o. A com he can dig up today he will he a gue st
fail d, by Harrison, Hanley, Walker,
rwiHjd
voting niittee, representing
nr. Id. Inilt
and
the American of the city for five days.
Wilkerson voting "yes." Medical Association and consisting of
and
"no,
Claude Moore, a negro woman, was
A. u Keed or Cincinnati. Dr arraigned this morning, charged wiih
CilIl..iivkier did not vote.
it.
Aid- rntan Walker took the floor for William L. Rodman of PhilflilliMa
being a prostitute and keeping a disth first time, and slated briefly that and Dr. William H. Welch of Johns orderly house. Sho pleaded guilty and
he was in favor of municipal owner- Hopkins University, Is In this city at will be given a trial later.
ship, and that if he w as going into the present In the Interest of pure food
watt r business nimseir ne wouia ne legislation, and for the purpose of ap SENTENCE OF DEATH IM- pay $225,000 for the plant. pcurinir heforu the Hmwe untfurv
willing
POSED ON JOHN CONLEY
Mr. Walker's declaration started an Committee In behalf of the bill to In
umemlniti.t to the Hanley resolution. - crease, tne medical department of the
as tno pur- army, it will be urged that t'he latthat $225.0uo be Inserted
SUPREME COURT DECISION SETprice. instead or $2fiUNMi. mis ter, measure Is of nrlm
Imii.irinnt.
cha
OF CONVICTED
FATE
TLED
In
by
Wilkerson.
maintaining
lost
was
efficiency
the
amendment
of the
MURDERER OF YOUNG JAMES
voting
'no."
or
l.earnard
iiiiiaiy
ar
country.
lorce
tne
Isherwocl
It wil
REDDING.
and Hanicv. Walker. Harrison and II be shown In the hearing before the
afternoon, at
or
...imiiiiieo
voting
great
At 2 o'clock,
mai tnere is
feld
"'.."
need
The Hanicv resolution was finally adding to the commissioned personnel Santa Ke the supreme court
adopted with a few minor alterations of the medical corps, and in placing tiie decision ot the lower ceurt ot the
by
Wilkerson. Hanley. Isherwood, it on a firm foundation, and under First Judicial District, Taos county,
l.earnard and Walker voting "yes," such conditions as will attract to the which sentenced John Conley to be
hanged on tin- - lMh of February, at
and ilfeld and Harrison voting "no." corps the graduates of medical
who are not now Inclined to enter Taos, for the murder of James Ke
The Hanley Resolution.
"Whereas, a petition has been pre- the medical department, since promo- ding, tho 19 year old son of E. S. Red
rf Q'tf - i. T a com;')
sented to this council, blgued by over tion is bound ta be lnw.
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SUFFERS
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EX

TROUBLE

CAUSES

C0YERN0RS INVITED TO ATTEND

from

zens to participate in the Inaugural
ceremonies.
The Kvenlng Citizen Iibs kept Its
reader familiar with the program,
and other details for the Inauguration,
and the latest
relative thereto
are told In the following article, taken
from the New Mexican of yesterday
afternoon:

Albert Faber

fa-el-

Carpets

Furniture,

I'eter

.McNamara Is now in AlbuWill Meet New Governor.
querque on his quest. He has Iteen
The executive committee In charge
here for two weeks past. He was In
Colorado, at work In the farming coun- of the Inauguration ceremonies and
Hagerto Governor-to-btry, when letters treini home tmvelled reception
to him a rupture In the domestic tran- man, has concluded that It will he
quility of his brother Tern's domicile. proper that Mr. Hagerman and party,
His brother had married, and at the w'iien they reach Santa Fe Saturday

'00000

e

susrgcrtkm of his wife, and against at 0:20 o'clock In the evening, shall
the wlshe1 of bis father, packed up be received by the members of the
committee and such citizens an may
and moved to Gilt Kdge. Montana.
He went to work In the mines there desire to be present at. the depot.
and his happiness was complete, until From there the party will be e'scorteu
one day a tilt occurred between Mr. to the Palnce hotel, where apartments
and Mrs. McNamara. Moth were stub have, been secured.
born, and would make no concession
First Cavalry Band.
They separated and
the other.
The First Cavalry band will be In
drifted apart. The wife and a beautiful baby boy went back to Winfield. attendance and aceennpany the party,
Tom continued on west, and the last the committee and attending citizens
heard of, over a year ago, w:is in Cali- to the Palace hotel. Carriages will
be In readiness for Mr. Hagerman,
fornia.
Some time ago, a family by the and those who are with 1iim at the
name of Van lram came to Albuquer- proper time.
The members of the committee are
que. At a Gold avenue boarding house
Mr. Van IH'an met who lie was posi- 3. V. Reynolds, chairman: Arthur Se- tive was Tom McNamara. He spoke llgtnnn, Aniado Chaves, A. 11. Hene-han- ,
U A. Hughes. Paul A. F. Walto the man and even accused him of
masquerading under an assumed name ter, Jose n. Sena. The committee exand of concealing his Identity. Mr. tends and Invitations to citizens genVan Dran, who was from Wisconsin, erally to, attend.
The iarty from Hoswell consists of
Immediately wrote to the ix'ople In
Winfield of his discovery. T'Je glad Mr. Hagerman, K. A. Cahoon, C. U.
to Peter in Mallard, W. C. Reld, Major Lulgl Man-cin- l
news way transmitted
Martini and Mr. Herd. The party
Colorndo, with the request that he proceed to Albuquerque, see the brother, expects to reach tie Capital City on
and induce him to return home. With Santa Fe train No. 1 from the eat,
little money, hardly mure than enough which Is duo at 0:20 In the evening.
In accordance with custom. Goverto pay iiis car fare, I'eter obeyed the
Hagerman will pay a short
wishes of tho ones he loved so de- nor-to-be
votedly, and journeyed to this city. He call on Governor Olero after his arcalled at the hoarding 'house, but fail- rival In Santa Fe. and thereafter
The Governor Otero will return the call
ed to locale he lost brother.
other evening. In the St. Elmo, he ran at the Palace hotel.
pell mell onto Tom's double, however.
Invited.
He was the perfect picture ot .MIt would be very gratifying to the
cNamara, indeed, and it was no wonder
In charge of the Inaugural
lhat Mr. Van Dran was so positive committees
exercises, as well as the citizens in
He w, not so
In his convictions.
of
heavily built, however, as lhe missing general. If tiie living
the territory would be present at the
man.
Mr. McNamara showed a
inauguration of Hon. Herbert J. HaIrom The Citizen a picture, of german
in Monday, Janunry 22.
1km h men, and the sameness of looks
At the inauguration
of Governor
was amazing. The photograph of the
last week, every
double. .1. A. Hmrose, will be sent Frantz of Oklahoma,
of the territory excepting
back to the old folks at home.
one,
New Mexico has
Peter McNamara has wintered for only was present.
Lionel
four living'
want of food and a place to Bleep' A. Sheldon,
now of Ixis Angeles, Cal.,
many nights since his stay here. He
governor fremi 1S81 to 18KR;
has applied for work at various places who was w Koss, now
living with his
Kdmund
and at present has been' working for son,
Pitt Ross. In Albuquerque;, who
Liveryman Trimble. A little, money was governor
from 18R5 to 1881); L.
from time to time, from Winfield, has
kept the wolf from the door. "I hate Bradford Prince, living at Santa Fe,
governor from 18ft,1 to 1S97,
to return without ,Tom," said the man. who was
lives at
"Or, at. least, without having found nd William T. Thornton, whogovernor
him. The wife and baby are crying Guadalupe, Mexico, wlio was
from 189S to 1897, and was succeeded
for him, and mother and sister are ho by
Governor M. A. Otero, in 1897.
worried over him. I will go from here
The executive committee Ih loath t
to Arizona, I think, and thence depart
from the rule established nl
through Nevada and California.
Imagine I w 111 find Tom in sine of the Its special meeting not to send special
mining towns, as he Is not a fellow Invitations to any person and therefore takes this means of expressing
lo move around very much."
the wish through the press that the
former chief executives of the terriKEPORTfcl) THAT MILtory would attend the inauguration
ceremonies, which wll be come hisLIONS WtKE ON NO. 2 toric, as probably the last inauguration ceremonies under a territorial
form of government.
CONSTABLE JAMES SMITH, OF
THIS CITY, WENT TO CHICAGO

J0 RAILROAD AVENUE '

308- -3

It. Is certain that Albuquerque will
he largely represented at the inauguration of Governor-to-bHagerman, at
Santa Fe, Monday, January 22, audit
Is equally certain that all the rallwad
towns south of the metropolis will
nso send a large number of their citi-

the littie
town of Winlleld, N. V., Is without
doubt a nobler and more hemic man
than his shabby, time worn clothes
would make him out. He Is searching
for a lost brother, whose absence is
causing a mother and sister at home
sincere anguish and In all probability
hastening the loving parent to a premature grave1. To. if possible, relieve
tills mantle of sorrow from his loved
Ones, peter McNamara Is scouring the
western country for his brother, Tom
McNamara, suffering the greatest
hardships, with the fortitude or the
maaly Yankee.

I'eter McNamara,

Have Removed to the New
Staab Building

T

-

EAST AND FURIOUS

Constable James Smith of this eiiy,
not tiled last evening to be on
hand today to accompany Santa Fe
train No. 2 through to Chicago. Mr.
Smith wits see-by a reporter from
The Citizen and asked what the nature of the mission was, but declined
was

o

0
0

119 SOUTH

STREET.

SECOND

ALBUQUERQUE. N.

Latest resigns Just Received, from

,

M.

FURNITURES

MISSION

I

i

SHOP OF THE CRAFTERS
Ladies' Desks and Chair. Customers' Plate Racks, Book Racks,
Hacks. Hall Trees. Library and" rarlor Stand Tables, Medicine
inet? and Rockers.

Milan

The

:

HaC
Cab-

Furniture Co,

oo
) A Leaky Hot Water Bottle
I

lias caused many a man and woman to break good New Year resolutions. We sell the kind that helps you keep your good resolves

1

II. BRTGGS & COMPANY
PROP'S. ALVARADO

13.

PHARMACY

First St. and Gold Arc.

Both

Paoa.

We carry a complete stock of
motors for alternating and direct
currents.
HOUSE WIRING

A

SPECIALTY.

Electric, Gas & Combination
Fixtures

Southwe'stern
Electric &

WAS

to say.
It is understood tluit several million dollars was in one of the Wells-Fa- r
go express cars eiiroiite from San
Francisco to New York. Mr. Smith
will act as a guard of the treasure en
route to the Windy City where the car
will bo switched to the Erie tracks
and the remainder of the trip continTHE USUAL BIG SUNDAY DINued on Erie train No. s or No. 14, the NER AT THE COLUMBUS HOTEL
express TOMORROW.
latter being a Wells-Farg-

0

-

ENGRAVER

I0H.-P- .

Construction

6. E. Induction Motor

THE BASKET BALL CONTEST

Last evening, at Casino Hall, the
Majors defeated the High School basket ball team by a score of 24 to 23.
T'he game was red hot from beginning
to end. as the close score will prove.
Next Friday the Intercollegiate territorial basket ball championship will
be decided In the game scheduled between teams from the 'Varsity and
the Agricultural and Mechanical College of Mesilla Park. The contest will
be played in this city.

0

-

-

AND

1

CO.

-

JEWELE

I

WELLS-FARG-

0 0 -0

-

Y. Maynatfd

f

FOR

and Draperies

Go.

216 South Second Street.
'

AkciiU

ICIeclric Co., Crocker, Wheeler Co.

(ien.-ra- l

oooooooooo oooooooooo
THE

NEW

YORK

ANTONIO

HOME

ARMIJO,

GROWN

Special Sales Every Saturday.

FAIR

Prop.

PURE CHILE

Auto Phone 601.

121 N.

Third Street

Ktx00000000 000Ot0t0OOtX0

-- ti
train exclusively.
A report Is current Miut the money-Ill''- - a lunch to drop in at lhe White
for the clearance houses ill the Elephant after the st .re closes te- A I h UJJ y r(
? UJL Foundry and Machine Work s
eastern and western metropolises and MIL'Ill
that a large part of the currency Is
MALL, Proprietor
Q
gold from Asiatic count ties.
Iron and Brws Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars;
haftlan.
Pulleys, Grada Bars, Rabbit Metal; Columns and Iron frooU lor
s

GRAND

ORCHESTRAL

Albuquerque
Hardware
Company

CONCERT.

The success w hich am tided the efforts of the orchestra at the Elks'
memorial services demonstrated the FOURTH ST. AND RAILROAD AVE.
fact that there was laletil mitlicicnt
In Albuquerque to form a good and
permanent orchestra. I'nder the able
leadership or R. W. Il.oiden the Elks
u named, has
Orchestra, as it has
been rehearsing rcnu.any, and as we
had the pleasure of amending one or
the rehearsals the
evening we
'an guarantee thai
concert will I
be more than a sin-both musically and financially. The concert Is
being given to secure funds to supply
mixes and kneads
a musical library and other
equipment, and it belmeies every
bread thoroughly
citizen to tutti out and help
establish what is undoubtedly the
orchestra In the seu'hwest. The
The hands do
program will contain "lily popular
music, and the price, have been fixed
touc
'4.
low enough to warrant a crowded
house. The l,adii- - Wuarletto will
doueh.
sing, mi. I Mr. Hlondin will play a cello

I.

Q

dj

Furniture-

-

Man.

Moving,

pack--

THE CELEBRATED

O. F. C.
WHISKEY

0

f

JEMEZ .HOT. SPRINGS

M. m.

Bottled la Bond.

STAGE LINE

st

jZ5iNnot

'trWHJ

Albuquerque has been behind lhe
times In the past In that it has not
had such an organization, but is now
I'l line in proper style and we think
those who attend the onicort will be
extremely surprise.! a! 'he high class
work and excellent imivc which Mr.
Hadden Is able to produce with our J, i '
if
local talent.
of the
The ,. t
orchestra is compos. d d business and
professional men who are enthusias
tic musicians, with
considerably beyond the innate ir stage, and
much better than that to he found in
many professional orchestras.
Professor ni Mauro Is coucertmelst r.
FOURTH ST.
''Id MiKs p;,t pdilli-- '
tal-'n-

CLEANING

lug and chipping, unpacking and
setting up, and is no upstart at A
the hurlness. There Is no oth- er Just Turnton. That's all. 0
Itoth 'phones.

MAKER

solo.

CARPET

THORNTON 7 ho Cloanor V
He Is the
Cleans everything.

59 BREAD

tin-e-

on Mining mnd Mill Machinery m Specialty
Foundry east aide of railroad track.
Albaqaerque,

STEAM

l

t

Buildings.
Rmomlrm

TheGeo.T.StaggCo.

i'm-a
mall- Carries the Unlteit
Gnly liny with a change of stock en
ume; nuira
nurses ana urivere;
Allillltllttrniia ..fuu Mnnrla.
riir
Wednesday and Friday at 5 a. m. For
piiiiiculai't, address W. I.. Trimble
Co.. agents, Alliuijueryue, N. M., or J.
m. m.i.i.
rropnetor. rtrea. N. M.

Distillers.
FRANKFORT, KT.

ne,

MELINI & EAKIN

i,

HOOLIGAN'S

Albuquerque
Hardware
Company
AND

RAILROAD

AVE.

Bole A genu.

Albuquerque,

TROUBLES.

fun- - ti 'ht
diil) licht musical
farei- ciiii:.Ii.h of the day Is "Huoll- which appears here
Kiin s I rimtiles.
!. at lhe Klks the- on Tuesday, J:in.
iiti r.
"Himim.ui s Troulili-sis in Its
fourth season and Is hullt upon the

Aatomatlc

M. M.
Phone, 199.

John

V. Dooley, clerk la the office
New York Life Insurance company, left last night on No. 9 for
Tucson, Arli., In response to a mes-ai;- e

tf the

liiiiiiiiioiis ( hium rophi's of ntiti llooll-ua- u
who has
received yesterday sutlng
made famous by
his antics In the New York and Chl- - hlg brother was seriously 111 la
l il'.--

.!V

city.

that
that

ALHUqUKHQUE FVKNTlNd CITIZEN.
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"UNIIEALTIIIEST PLACE ON

FURS

SATURDAY,

KIcinwort, Speaking of the Philippines.
the Fall
Has Been in Islands Since lS98-- At
of Manila Returned to Albuquerque.

fte BANK

COMMEE
of
Albuquerque, New Mexico
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Capital Stock Paid in
RurphK and Profit
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00
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Kurnltore and Fixturpa
Dw- - fromOther Bank.
taction Hand

Officers and Directors:
W. S.

.

Strickles,

Vice President and Cashier
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An Increase in Deposits from 1896
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NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
(Small Holding Claim No. 569.)
Department of the Interior, United
States Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M.
Dec. 28, 1905.

Notice is hereby given that the folloclaimant has filed notice of his intention to make final
proof in support of his claim under
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
3, 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended by
the act of February 21, 1893 (27 Stats.,
470), and that said proof will be made
before the U. S. Court Commissioner
at Albquerque, N. M., on the 7th day
of February, 1906, viz: Jesus Garcia,
for the Small Holding Claim No. S69.
in Sees. 24, 25 and 26. T. 7 N., R. 2 E.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his actual continuous adverse
possession of said tract for twenty
years next preceding the survey of
the townshlnp, viz:
Benito Arniijo, of Valencia, N. M.:
Juan Apodaca of Valencia, N. M.; Sil
verio Martinez, of Valencia, N. M.;
Gregorio Apodaca, of Valencia, N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof,
or who knows of any substantial reason under the laws and regulations
of the Interior Department why such
proof should not be allowed will be
given an opportunity at the
time and place to
the witnesses ot said claimant, and to offer evidence In rebuttal
of that submitted bv claimant.
MANUEL, R. OTERO, Register.
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silver fox furs, whicn are a part of Miss Alice Roosevelt's Trousseau.
1 tie muff will be of the large, flat
wetltling
New York, Jan. 2t. The
Miss
trousseau of Miss Alice Roosevelt variety, now so fashionable.
will include a magnificent set of furs Roosevtlt Will also have, for a part
which are now being made from silver of her going away suit, a toque of the
white
fox skins which followed the presi- same silver fox' with a jaunty
wing to ornament it. The furs will
dent's daughter from the orient.
Tile skins are now In the hands of be lined with pale gray brocade satin.
a furrier,
who Is fashioning tbem Tile outgt is to be delivered at the
along t.ie lines of the latest mode. White house on February 15.
It Is the statement of the ''furrier
Thty are lieing made into a wide col
lar, with a stole effect, reaching far thut these fox skins are of rare value.
down
back and almost to the hem They formed a portion of the
articles In the twenty-lhre- e
of the fhir in the irant. The collar
will lie made iu a point in front, and bcxis Which were shipped from the
orient after Miss Roosevelt's return.
will have no tails for ornaments.
Magnificent

t

-
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Dyspeptics

If you art too f t it it bcau year food
tnngtlw
turns to fat Instead of mutcla
If you r too lean th fat producing foods
that you cat ar not pro parly digUd and

assimilated.

Lan, thin, stringy people do not hart
snouffh Pepsin in ths stomach, while fat
people have too much Pepsin and Mt
aaough Pancreatine.

Kodol
Dyspepsia

much-dlsjusse- d

SPORTING...

Two

Cure

on tains ail the digestive Juices that arc
found in a healthy stomach, and In

exactly those proportions necessary U
enable the stomach and digestive organs
to digest and assimilate all foods that may
be eaten. Kodol is not only a perfect
digestant, but it is a reconstructive, tit
tut building tonia as well. Kodol cures
Indigestion, Dyspepsia, Sour Stomach,
Heartburn, Palpitation of the Heart and

MOST ANYTHING

...BREVITIES

"dipper Is a fellow of such sp'en-- l Constipation.
did taste, isn't he?"
"Vpu It'll aliRoliitelv mx'fHiflarv In htu
l.nslness
He's
Imnorter von

I

You will like it.

What You Eat
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R
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NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
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Effective Dec? ruber I0,X
Rust bound.
No. 42t!.

am
12:.') I p iu
2:11 i m
3:00 p m
11 Mm

905

West bound.

No7425

Stations.
l.v Santa

Ke Ar.
Ks pa no la

3:30 p in

1:26pm

Embudo
12:26 p ra
Barranca
11:30 p ti
4:02 pm
10 : 29 pf m
Servllleta
4:32 p m
Tres I'iedras
10:O0pm
t: 4." p ni
Antonito
8:10 p m
8:3(1 p m
Alamosa
6:40 am
3: on a m
11 :05 p ru
Pueblo
4 : 3." a m
Colo. Springs
9:40 pm
7 : 3i a m
Ar. Denver Lv
7:00 p iu
Trains etop at Embudo for dinner,
where good meals are served.
Connections.
At Autoniio, for Durango, Kilverton
and intermediate points.
At Ala mesa, for Denver, Pueblo and
intermedial e points, via either the
standard gauge line via Ia veta Pass
or the narrow gauge via Salida, making the entire trip In daylight and
passing through the FAMOUS ROYAL
I (JORGE.
Also for all points on the
Creede branch.
S. K. HOOPER. O. P. A.,
Denver, Colo.
A. S. BARNEY. Gen. Man.

(Small Holding Claim No. 323.1
Department of the Interior, United
The manager of the Washington
States Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M., base ball team has won a bride. Like
nearly all the Washington players'
January 3. 1906.
Notice Is hereby given that the fol- victories won in the winter.
lowing named claimant has filed no
tice of his intention to make final
proof In support of his claim under
L- e1
1
sections 10 and 17, of the act of March
3, 1891, (26 Stats., 854), as amended
by the act of February 21, 1893, (27
Stats., 470), and that said proof will
be made before the United
States
court commissioner at San Rafel, N.
M., on February 9. 1906, viz.: Dona-cian- o
Pino, for the 1 and 2, section 20;
lot 3, sections 17 and 20; lot 4, section 17; lot 5. sections 8 and 9, township 10 north, range 7 west.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his actua'. continuous adverse possession of said tract for
twenty years next preceding the survey of the township, viz:
Oorgonio Figueroa, of Cubero, N.
M.; Pablo I.ucero, of Cubero, "X. M.,
Banlsta Baca, of Cubero, N. M.; Juan
D. Martinez, of Cubero, N. M.
Tho dlffsrvn, e Itetwren I llltlne fcnd Milling- it
Any person wha desires to protest
e bttwrrn an A, mratc it,l an Inki, urate Arn.
Cho)e tely .lis. t!uiin4,el 4.rt s SThVhNS!
against the allowance of said proof,
Forty yrnr. of pRfieIk.ct bellimi our trud snd
cvtj'n. of
or who knows of any substantial rea
KIFLKM. I'ISTOI.S. 8HOTGl'NS
son; under the laws and regulations of
KIHe llerues,
the interior department, why such
4. In bUui. f,.f 14..
Ak yourriealerand intiit
proof should not be allowed, will be
tata)iK urstrit.iltK
thS STKVBNS. lfvmi
entire b TBVhNS line.
cannot oMXln, we lilptti- the
given an opportunity at the above
1'ruluM y usuatea, and
rect.
ixprtss
frfaid,oa ontaina puiiirt on Shoot
e
mentioned time and place to
(rf';a,al
prl.. inK, Ammunition,
the witnesses of said claimUcautitu! three-- , ofr Aluminum llanoer vlll lm lor- ant, and to offer evidence In rebuttal
anlcil f, 10 , enta in atainia.
of that submitted by claimant.
J. STEVENS ASMS AND TOOL CO.,
O. Suxaugo
MANUEL R. OTERO,
CtlK
MAHS.,t7.S. A.
Register
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"I don't like to ride with Beverly,
when he runs the car. He's such a
careless chauffeur."
"I've noticed that, too. He never
looks to see if a policeman is in sight."

If your neUhborhood is

good enough

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.

for you

LIVERY, SALE FEED AND TRANS
KER STABLES
Horses

and

Mules

bought

changes

and

why cot for yoar
friends BACK EAST?

ei

The

BEST TURNOUTS IN THE CITT
Second street, between Railroad end
Coppor avnnei.

Thos. F. Kclehcr

PAlNTS,

OILS,

VARNISHES
BRUSHES.

AND

Leather,
Harness,
Saddles, L;
Robes, Horse Blankets, Etc. Pal
metto Roof Paint; lasts live years and
stops leaks. Cash paid for Hides and
Pelts.
109 WEST
RAILROAD
AVENUE

KILLthp
and

couch

CURE f he LUNCR

.

i,

4S.li.t8

1.218.787

M.ilementl.is to Deposits:

8oi.omon Luna, President

"All good ball players go to Wash
Ditfests
lngton when rhey die," says Dope
Fanning, "but none go there v.hll know."
Rests the stomach, rebuilds the
alive." Is this a covert slum at l.iV
tissues and gives firm Jesh.
Cross?
"You fellows here in the east ain't
O
I
U L.W I
MlatkattUaoloalvtf
awake," insisted the Chicago mun.
I
ae ataaa as the
tl.tMm
Barney Schreiber is one of the bis !"Why, out In Chicago, we size a tllng to mm w
a
M
ills.
turf winners of the west this season up way aneaa of time and when it 8 trUlj
He has already stowed xi;.,tioo a a'
For sale by all druggists.
pullod off we're ready for it.
- suppose, then," remarked the
us tils winnings at Oakland, and ::e
ASK FOR THE 1906 KODOL AL
meet is n. t yet half over.
ew Yorker, "that's why you Chicago MANAC AND
O
men dress for dinner before break- Tin- - Faculty Athletic Committee of fast."
Stanford I'niversity declares that)
NOTICE
bast-bal- l
is on a "distinctly lower level j .ww York newspapers of consider-thaany other college sport." No use able renown make the statement that
The special committee of the Assoto examine the head of that fellow Rugby foot ball Is not played in tills
who dialled that report; nothing in country, and in consequence it may be ciated Charities urgently request all
the ladies who received notice from
neces.-arIt.
to form an eleven of
to play a foreign team that the secretary for last Tuseday, to be
r
Wilnn-Crowell, captain of the intends touring the country.
What present at an adjourned meeting at
Swartlnnore fool ball team, has de- kind tf foot ball is played here, any the Commercial club parlors Saturday,
as he intends to way? Maybe the New York author- - January 20, at 3 p. in. This meetiug
clined a
Is of great importance and a full at
quit college to engage in business. iiy can explain.
'MRS. ALBRIGHT AT
tendance Is necessary.
Crowell is one of the best deep kickDELEGATE ANDREWS'
I.OUIS ILFELD, Chairman.
"I'm sorry." said the press iwnt,
ers and punters in the country. He
DENVER ON MONDAY has scored over 30 goals from the field whom Hie manager was trying to emTWO GOOD BILLS
McGraw
makes a protest on tue
ploy, "but I don't think your company
in llie last three years,
I
foul strike rule on the ground that it's
is the kind I'd like to be with."
ALBUQUERQUE'S
REPRESENTAUNSURVEYEO
TO
SURVEY
ONE
"Why, haven't I as fine actors ns a big handicap to weak batters, whilo
Vincent Stevenson. Pennsylvania's
TIVE IN GRAND OPERA TO APLANDS, AND THE OTHER TO
rowdy quarterback, says he will not can he found? And isn't the play by it does not seriously affect the heavy
PEAR
AT
BROADWAY
THEATER
LEGISLAWS
OF LAST
RATIFY
Sounds as though Mugsy is
quit the team because the faculty ve- the foremost playwright of the world?" hitters.
FOR EIGHT PERFORMANCES.
LATIVE ASSEMBLY.
"Oh, I guess so, wearily replied Ue talking by tiie card.
toed his election to the captaincy of
"I shall stay and make press agent, "but you haven't any
Miss Claude Albright. Albuquerque's the team.
A bill to make appropriations for the
good." he said. If he will stay and be woman who was once a proud society
among
representative
lights
the stellar
survey of unsurveyed public lands
punches In past queen and who gave up her place as
good his short-ara leader of the social world to make
in the southern and southeastern on the grand opera stage, will ap- seasons may be forgiven.
pear
Denut
the Broadway theater of
a name on the stage. You haven't anv
Hrtlons of the Territory of New
ver
on next Monday with the Henry
Mexico under the direction of the
With Aurelia Herrera and Kid Her- woman who spurned a legacy of
Savage
company
leading
as one of tiie
looming up on the horizon as OOO.ono just because she wanted to
Surveyor General of said Terri
prima donnas, singing mezzo sopra- lightweight possibilities. Battling Nel- - satisfy her ambition. Your star wasn't
tory.
no.
son will be kept pretty busy fighting a chorus girl Jast week. She's never
He It enacted by the Senate aitd
The press notice appearing in the or dodging after he gets through with been sued for divorce. She isn't
of the
House of Representatives
News,
accompanied by a cut
It may be that Britt posed to marriage. Your leading man
MeGovern.
I'nited States In congress assembled: Denver
Miss Albright, has the following to win ,oi- on urrt,ra .r iiprmnii be- - never served in the English army in
That the sum of One Hundred Thous- of
say
about the Albuquerque girl:
India or in the Rough Riders. You've
and Dollars be, and the same is hereeither of them has a chance at collected
"One of the most, talented of the fur.'
a lot of dead ones, old man.
by, appropriated out of any money in
champion.
the
Alnew
prima
is
Miss
me,
Not
donnas
for
not for me."
Claude
-appropria
the treasury not otherwise
bright, a handsome American girl w ho
Aurelia Herrera, the Mexican, rumor
ated, for the survey of unsurveyed achieved
The eastern racing season for l'.mt;
notable success during her upseti the
old idea that cigar-etie- s promises
public lands in the southern and
to be the best in years, as
days
in Paris, when she won
prostudent
the
soon
undo
whisky
and
Territory
southeastern portions of the
forecast by the big entries for the
position with the Opera Combine. fessional
a
drinks
fighter.
Herrera
comsurvey
Mexico,
of New
to
said
Her excellent French diction was whisky and lois r it. even during his handicaps which have just closed
mence and In- - made under the direc- largely resopnsiblo
he Hro. kivn nantlicap nas iu eneries.
for this honor,
tion of the Surveyor General of said making her one of only five American training for little. He smokes when the Suburban 70. anil the Brighton "n. to most women is a term of
harder
Is
says
he
He
tniL-ty-,
pleases.
beer
apTerritory iinu the passing and
bilious thought I
girls that have sung ut the Comiqtie. on the constitution than wni-ky- .
Her- So It goes through the list, an, I they au,l sweet anticipation.
proval of this ad. without the filing Miss Albright
S.VROi.,iy.
as
horses
include
Art
mull
returned to America rera is nearly u'
years 'il l. while
With tUe cessation of pain
of applications or requests therefor, three years ago. and made her operatfill. Stalwart, Herniis, Oiseiiu. Wateranything iu the act or acts heretofore ic debut with Mr. Savage as Azuceua Young Corbett, whom be d.'feafe'd. J light, The Picket, On Wells. Burgo necessary t o childbirth,
there comes call:; nerves,
passed by congress to the contrary in "II Trovatore." She is gifted with milv 2".
master. Delhi, Kuroki. Wild Mint sleep sud recuperation.
notwithstanding.
Right.
,f
I..ir.
T
fine dramatic teniieraineut as well as
Ormonde's
iiiya.
tht
.lake Kilrain. the old time pugilist.
a siiM-rale. Kosclven and scores of others.
rich in tone lias opened a fine saloon at Eighth
A bill to ratify and confirm Chapter
MOTHER'S
quality and expression. Miss Albright avenue and Twentieth street. New
111 of the Acts of the Thirty-sixtI roll, y cars
aie liavitig a strong
has a number of friends lu society York
46 years old, but
is
Kilrain
legislative Assembly of the J'ern-- ' ami music circles who are preparing looks younger. He passed from
FRIEND
tbej bearing on the base ball business. The
tory of New Mexico:
during the prize ring wtuir Sullivan took hts grow ill of trolley systems has made does diminish the pain accompanying
to show her attentions
It enacted by the Senate and stay of the Knglish-singin- g
lf
formation of a number maternity. With its aid mothers can ni
measure, but 'he attended to his own. possible theleagues,
of the
House of Representatives
and several more do bring Leakhv, sweet dispositions
for- of trolley
a
squandered
business.
Sullivan
A
Hulled Slates of America lu congress
string of and ideal btbies into the world.
Is are lii'in discussed.
money,
and
tune.
Kilrain
his
savtd
assembled: That Chapter 111 of
Always Increases the Strength.
towns lu Michigan and another in
Besore
Morniiiir
broke.
wealthy,
Is
while
Sullivan
.
.. breasts ana x
o
legislative
Pennsylvania will form
of tue Thirty-sixtA reasonable amount of food thor cause
cruciating; paius caused toy me graauairj
a man is a
it does not western
Assembly of the Territory of New oughly digest'! and properly assimibecause
season
the
this
trtilley
expaiulinjf organs, are relieved by thii
mean that he is down and out, not by
Mexico be, and the mnie is hereby, lated
iiukes cheap and effective means nt peuetratiuR aiid relaxing liniment.
will
always
increase the a jug full.
ratified, confirmed and declared to be strength. If your ttomach Is a ''little
transportation for the players.
the
Anions the manifold ui,ls to childblrti
alid, any law to the contrary not- off Kodol Dyspepsia Cure will digest
Mother's Frlei d has grown iu popularitj
Tominv Rvan. ithn has done a great systems spread throughout M.,.
withstanding, subject, however, to what Mm eat and enable the digestive deal or posing and still more talkin,;
other leagues will be fi;iu,
anions rich womes
.lv. suil pained a pre-.tiby orssans to asimillate
amendment or repeal
of ambiS3 well as poor; it is found and welcome
transform during the past two mouths, has fluke I i::g employment to thnusar.'i-ami
u
.
in the uuusion as well as in the cabin.
such Territorial Assembly.
all food into
blood. on his fight with Tommy Burns. Since tious young ball player.-15 v lessen i :i ir the moth er's atron y of mini
Kodol relieves Sour Stomach, Belch- Ryan took up Marvin Hart he has ex- leagues keep interest in :,. j..,,,,u
a beautilul influenci
Co. lentathletes have taken up ing.
R.irn and all forms of
and sn 1 diminishing painchild,
pressed a seeming willingness to figal btiiuuluted In the small,-,- t
and instead oi
wriRtlii.j!, and this branch of
xr: i
youngslra wi' i b:,. ball is wroiiL'bt 'ipou the
I'alatable and strengthening. anybody, from Jeff down to Abe
snd sickly forms yoi
finding urea! favor at Cornell and Sold by al; druggists.
lie said be would fight Burns ability to develop tlieir :a!, ir. w Inch, peevish,
have healthy, laughing human ity.remsia-inWest i'oiut.
the other big colleges
o
oil January 2fith, but when Burin, put of course, hi'lps Keep up i!,. supply
snd its country
s bless:, gV ever to you Friend
.be represented t the fjr.it iuter- "Who's mat fellow iha1. jut spoke up his deposit and signed articles, of plavers for the bigjer !, allies.
at la.
ffl I Mother's
All Dne
SUQU4I
ckauipiounhip
leag'ies
meet.
Al
so,
to Jim?"
a!,t ,,ih more
idle
ihe trolley
l
ityan laid down and quit. Has he been
Molrloa-laWnie to. ouf lis Book
lu-'Columbia,
,
the
CO,
latter
Sllaate.
will"')li.
held at
step downward for the lu
w heu
a speak tne; acquaintance bluffing all along that Hart was
IIAOriaLA gk.UtI0
It March.
ot mine tuy barDer."
lie bit the down grade.
ing to meet O'Brttsn?
hen-afte-
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(). 11. Klenwort. ii brother of K. we have with us always. I have been
Kleinwort, the Third street, moat mar- In ill health for the past four years,
The
ket mnn. lias arrived In the city from and am here now to recuperate,
the Philippines, and will remain for cattle have all died from posts and
diseases, and hog cholera is rampant
several months, for rhe purpose of
all over the islands. As a result, you
his health, which has
greatly undermined from his can't get fresh milk for love or money,
lontlnuert residence in what he em- and beer is !!d cents a pint. All drinkphatically term "the most unhealthy ing water has to he distilled before
you dare drink it. Cess pools aliound
country on (Sod's green footstool."
Mr Kleinwort went to the Philip- throughout the islands, except in the
pines' In 1S9S. with the CI. O. 4Uh cities. Marsh land is everywhere.
Volunteers, ISth Regiment, landing nt Mosqultos and other pests are as
Manila in July of the same year. thick as sand on an Arizona desert
nt the fall of Manila, In June and July the hog cholera
Kleinwort
nn
iin.l tells some Interesting stories ot breaks out every year. There's
ihose stirring times. After the war getting rid of it.
Rainy Season.
with Spain he Joined the
"The rainy season opem up early
37th Regiment, and served all
through the Insurrection, being in the in the spring and continues for at
least from five to six months. I've
tateful Novitae massacre.
seen It rain for weeks at a time, a
Intereting History.
heavier, one dav.
i, ,, tiniM Mr. Klemwon was oiamlv ilfitt'titvnr
interpreter for Colonel perhaps, than others, 1ml rain, rain,
noting h
a tiirKsniie came in m nn lilsl ine same, i ve seen an
i v,..i,o,
Chatham s hemlouarters to eraue of 32 Inches of rain per da
successive days. "1 hen it
.. offprt that tne insurgents were ior inn
sun
1 hi;
missing at a ioint mar Novitae. and lots up for a few days.
the
hat there were altout -- no oi inem comes out. hot anil blistering,
Acting on the informal bin. Colonel steam rises from the damp ground,
yon suffocate and sweat, the mosCheatham ordered out a company- of and
the flies annoy you,
ins soldier, to attack and capture the quito's bite you. you.
so does malaria,
dysentery gets
ladioncs or insurgents.
When the Utile company of soldiers, and, altogether, you lead a miserable
wbs one. ap- life. Then in March, the typhoon beof which Kleinwort
known
proached the town, they discovered gins to blow, ami It is a well
that lns'ead of a handful of insur- fact that tue China inami thePhilippine
world.
gents, there were about 2.r,tin of them, c::asts are the worst
beds abound
tii mly entrenched anil armed with Reefs and rocks anil coral
are
modern rifles. On each side of the along the coast and many vessels
Philippine
a
on
the
pieces
was
traversing
to
pounded
were
thev
road
later
m.irsh. through which it was impos- const every year. Then a littleand
If
sible to make progress, so thill the along conies the earthquakes, passing
company, finding themselves greatly yon have anything left, after
robs
outnumbered, started to retreat along through the rest, the earthquake story
The you of It. All houses are one
the route they had just come.
and affairs. A two or three story building
insurgents poured out after them, stagcouldn't stand the disturbances mat
when the little company finally
gered Into fhe lines of the United occur every year.
Other Facts.
States army, they had 47 killed and
"Rales at the hotels in Manila are
22 wounded, out of the company of
from $3 10 $ per day. gold. Wages
1ns sent out.
are good, though, the smallest salaries
Leave the Army.
month. In
in 19U. when Mr. Kleinworfs term being from 175 to U'
School teachers
of service lu the army expired, he the Civil Service.
Hut it costs 7"i
entered the police department at Man- make 75 per month.decently,
and then
ila, afterwards receiving a commission per month to live
vegein thtk constabulary, where he served you can't, tor you can get no
Meats, fresh
for a Bhort time, after which he em- tables, unless Imported.
cost
barked in the catile business, hut find- fiv,m itiu cold storage houses,
ing this unprofitable, owing to the 3U cents gold, per pound. The Amerlgreat number of deaths from pests cans live mostly on canned ingoods.
the
and 'disease among the cattle, "he The country is t'ne richestand sugar.
went into the ceffee plantation busi- world In hemp, cocoanuts
facilities
ness, being the possessor of a 40 acre and if we had transportation
mmiri eet our goons to ine
oofTee, olantation at the present time,
a
In northern
Luzon. Mr. Kleinwort coast, fortunes could be made in
to
states that there are great opoortuni few years. The finest hardwood posnele bams
ties for capital In the island, especially be found In anv of I Philippines,
and
in the sugar and coffee business, and sessions are in the
Inexhaustible.
seemingly
drawIs
supply
one
but
has
the
business
that the
that
back, that being the lack of transpor- Railroads are the crying need ofcondiSanitary
present.
at
country
tation facilities.
tions are getting better every year,
Modes of Transportation.
the
iu
railroad
but It will take many, many, years
one
"There la but
.
"and
to make It healthy enough to live in
Kleinwort
Mr.
islands," satd
running
out
long,
in comfort.
100
miles
that Is but
Smouldering Volcanos.
It takes the train (you
of Manila.
There are several active volcanos
could put six of the coaches Inside of
one American coach), nine hours to In the Islands, the largest being the
In southern
make the trip of 100 miles, as they Mayon, near
slop at every pig trail, adobe house, Luzon. This one smokes and smoldor crossing, calling them stations. All ers continually. Another large one Is
other means of travel are dependant the Apo. which the Moro tribe wor-a
uHm the sickly little government ships. It Is always In eruption, to 20
mules and ponies Imported from China certain extent. There are about
and the bull carts and caribous, or different tribes of natives In the
water buffaloes, the latter named being islands, or which the Moros and unare the worst and most
the sole means of travel, outside of
walking, to be found in the provinces, civilized. They live In a barbarous
outside of the larger towns. The gov manner, and are continually at war
nnp another. The fcead hunters
eminent spent millions on roads there,
hut when the rainy season, whic'h is of the Iggorrotes are all that is claimabout six months long on the plains ed for them, and the half foas not leen
and lowlands, and nine months long in told "
Mr Kleinwort will remain in Albu- the mountains, came along, the govnueraue fcr some time to come, until
ernment roads disappeared.
he has fully recovered his health. He
Unhealthy Conditions.
charge
"It Is undoubtedly the . most uu has left his coffee plantation In
healthy 'country on God's green foot of an overseer, and will not return to
stool, and I advise every American tho Phllinntnes for several months, at
his home
He is making
who wishes to keep his health, to stay least.
away from the country. Tae bubonic with hi brother, Emil Kleinwort, on
plague Is about wiped out. but small Athintie avenue, during his stay in
pox, cholera, dysentery, like the poor, the city.
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JUST

fcrred from the Helen rut-of- f
to th.'
Now works at Needles. Cal.. was kick- t in thP left temple ly a mule yes-- ,
tcrday morning and rendered ttncon- scions. The doctors report this af
ternonn that the old man ha Improv- ed. l.ut tha owing to a failure of the
skull and his advanced aire. It Is doubf
fill if he will pull through,
lie had
gone Into the corral to feed the mules
and Inter was found unconscious. Me
was removed to St. Joseph's hospital.
where t ho doctors performed an ",
cration on the skull In the hopes of
saving the old man'H life.
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Meat Market

WILL YIMI lALIrORMA

'
Kichaid Jones, whose resignation as i A.rTn'd'. cf
Z7k ft.',
. ,K
,
,
I1"5"
""'Steam sausage Factory
EMIS KLFINWDPT
company was announced in Hi,
u,c r'ul,i". North Third Street.
Evening Citizen y.sterday. atatcit i l:
. ..
f
Rockers From
day that he was leaving t:ie city
XXXTSXtXltrxXlXlXJUXXIXXlX
i ninnil
cause m tlie poor ,icai:b o!
.loin s,
pi iirj I iwtcv inn M
His heait i has always been
t L
ln m
best. wltii trie exception o.
past few weeks, during wiiich ' ' 2 Comer Second and Marquette. S
Spend your money where "u
had a Rllght attack of la grippe. He h
for every
pet value received
5
will leave the early part or nexi week H
dollar vou Invest, 'dive its
Miss
Tyrrell,
Mamie
at
a
waitress
taking
with!"
family
Ci,uromia.
his
right
for
year
new
the
trial. Start
the local Harve, house, the Alvarado.
,, n)nv
Uu,r(, permaiici.i - 5
by buying your goods from us,
owing to the fact that she doesn't he- - v 1)Mt llo
,
!u
ntov,, lts (M1S(.. g
wrong.
so
not
will
nnil you
,, ROO(s fmm AlliU(uennie for a M
lieve III hunks, is out $1.1... according
Mail orders solicited.
to her statement. Miss Tyrrell, who mnli, at va.. It they' should not
J. D. EMMONS,
has heen wllh the Harvey people for
in Calliorni.i. ami should finally M
time, had saved the aliove sum decide to return to lhelr old I. n.e i:i
s.mie
C. C R A N N S. Proo
Ml J
phone,474
177.
Auto
Colo, phone,
H
from her wages, and had been in the Michigan, they will not lcaw Alini-jAuto Phona. 311. t.nln ' inn
West end of viaduct.
'. .
,
.
n
money
H
J
I
keeping
of
K!lnhl
a silk nni rnnu
ui-rhaldt
the
in
fnr.
il
Ac
ST.
-AVK.
COll. f'OAL
bag which she attached to her neck
Changing clothes Thursday, she li'l
ORDINANCE No. 339.
iiiiiiiiJilliXXI.XIZXIXXXX
the bag on her bed. ami promt ly for
An
got it. Later, when she looked for
Ordinance allien. Una. Oidinauct.
PIONCER BAKERY
No.
the sack It was gone. She reported
SIMON BALLING. Proprietor
the loss to ihe management and a 1W It ordained by ihe City Council
(Successor to Railing Rroi 1
of th City of Albuquerque. New
thorough search was made of the
WKDDINO CAKES A SPECIALTY
Mexico.
premises,, but as yet the $135 has not
We desire patronage ard
guar
Section 1. That Section 12 of slid anteo
been found, and Miss Tyrrell's trip
fiaklng.
first
that she was contemplating to tier old Ordinance No HL'ti lie stricken out anil 207 S. First clasi
Street.
Albuquerque
home In Chicago, will of a necessity, in lieu there.)! the following Inserted:
Sec. 1". Tiiat the salary of the City
have to be postponed. Established In 1S82
'Scavenger shall be tiie amount colYesterday the Santa Fe put its VCUl i,y ihe said City Scavenger
G.
raisgraders
again
at
of
work
force
oie aget.ts ror Casino Canned Good
froIn (iie citizens for d iing said scav-inthe main line between here
Jas. lleekin & Co.'s Coffees. Im
enger work; and the amount collected
tH)den's Granite Flour.
lslota. work on which has been sua- - i,aii i,e ...i j,v th(, .A.x rttv s,....
pemled some time, owing to the bad enger inio the 'Tressiirv of l ie sai l
weat.ier. When this has been com- - city, to the credit of' the Garbage
pleted. It is the intention of the Santa' Fund, and the said Citv Scavenger
Ke people to move the freight yards shall
Groceries
his salary I mm such
fnriher south, anil use the tracks In 'im,a an, no oilier.
front of the Alvarado and depot for; s,.c. 3. The City Scavenger niav Htllslioro urramery Dutter Best on
passenger trains exclusively, as the contract lor the removal r garbage.!
Earth.
switching or freight across Railroad an, oilier substances, from private!
Free Delivery.
avenue, with the growing of the city. premises m the city dumping gr iuiid. Orders Solicited.
Is becoming not only somewhat dan- i,, in
ai,scnce of a contract tne
214 South Second Street.
gcrous to pedestrians and others. but,eitv Scavenger shall not be permitted
is a source of great, inconvenience tojto ,.,H1.R1, in excess or ten cents peri
A,
all who have occasion to cross the Week for removing said garbage and1
trscks on Railroad avenue, as often ,)tiK,r substances. For the removal and
the crossing Is blocked from five t" (i si ruction of dead animals, the said.
Secretary Mutual Rulidlnc Anoclseignt niinuiea at a nine. 111111 some f.j, v Scavenger shal rharae'nol to
days the times are rather often.
": r ' C Haidrtdges Lum-mulexceed five dollars for si hoi sc. cow. "onburro,
or
not to exceed fifty !tier J1""
and
UNION COUNTY PHYSICIAN
f ir the removal and destruction
vav
eiirrraiM
itu baiosmiua cents
f snmilcr animals
Vj
And In removing''
r.- - i
t
n
iniiiijsau.
vuiiihj'
11. i. j.
uiiiuu
,rlvy balers In Groceries, Provision!. Hay.
Cl'SS
N. M., is at San Raphael hospital, ,'" u' vlu 8
aveng. r snail not
Why does the Isabella. Tenn., Btorekeeper look so cheap?
Grain and Fuel,
Trinidad, suffering from blood pois-- 1
two donars per bai- - Fine line of Imported Wines. Llquort
It is because he lives lna Jerkwater town.
onlng and the attending physicians are
,!i',;
per
to
ten
dollars
And tho railroads seem to be onto the fact.
load., and Cigars. Place your order, for
unable to determine at this time the r,"L.r
Ol JSU- I"1""'"
this tine with ut.
It soaks him 40 cents per Ml) pounds to bring his consignment of 8oap
KVIBnl ..f tha .lunopr unv th.. f'hn.n- 1SMI6.
uary.
213
from Cincinnati.
NORTH THIRD STREET.
lcle. However, his case Is alarming
Approved:
FRANK
McKKE.
While he peruses his bill of lading he digests the fact that another
and the result cannot be foretold. The
Mayor.
Attest:
consignment of soap from tlie game house will go to Atlanta at only il cents
doctor owns a large stock ranch near
M. DRAGOIE
MARRY F. I. EE. Cltv Clerk.
per 100 pounds.
Clayton and a few days ago while
The haul to Atlanta is only 116 miles longer.
about the ranch he accidentally ran u
Dealers In
May Live 1C0 Years.
Fine business for t'.ie merchant prince out in the tall timber!
splinter into one leg near the knee.
GENERAL
MERCHANDISE.
,
The chain--liviiu ;. full en
The splinter, which made a trltlltiK
of Mrs Groceries, Cigars and Tobacco, ane
wound, was removed, and no further tnry are ex, eiiei.t in the
attention was paid to It at the time. Jennie IMM .in of llayncsviile. Me.
all kinds of Freth Mast-The wound refused to heal however, now To yea old, she wrl;es: "Elcc-j80North Broadway, Corner or Wash
,
my of chronic dy-- i lngton ATenue. ALBUQTJERUE.N.
M
and a couple of days later the leg be- - trie Bitters civ.-gan to swell, which was accompanied sprpcMa of L'o years standing, and
Ft
bv severe pain. A thorough examln- -' made nie feel as well and strong as al
1iV
Electric Bitters cnrei
ntion was made and remedies antilied vounc tirl.''
but with little or no effect. Blood Stomach and Liver Diseases, Blood
Itolsoning had set In and Dr Morgan disorders. Oeneral Debility and bodily
ed with the crime, and has .icen Ident- cairn- - 10 me
A HOBO ON THE LINE
.11
ni
guHininee i u:i
riiiitinu n,, w en hue-.- .
ified, by the little victim he choked that he could iniiiitti
,
receive the best of care ' druggists. Trice only 50c.
accomplish
his
to
into
submission
o
and medical attention.
A 'iioU without religion
purpose.
fell
House moving, well making, wated
The leg is still badly swollen ami
As Secretary Taft has announced
Was flat broke In Albuquerque.
Everything how much, weight he has lost. It's up pipe Jaying, pumps, tanks and wind
him.
1. IU .,t
There was lack of the collateral
.IK.. ,.fR..n!.- ,.r tlw. II.ik constantly pains
-- nB done am, lt
hoped , Poultney Bigelow to do the sSn,e mills. Irrigating plants a specialty.
And he
he would not work. vev Mstem that over SlS.rM.., will be "
may
be removed. Dr
(that
Ranch deep well supplies.
trouble
the
Rut a con had his eye upon him,
fixing
up the rooms
spent in
the Morgan Is an old and highly respected :
While, be shadowed every step,
new El Paso union depot, wherein
'
many
county
his
of
Union
and
And he watched his moves and mo- they will have their concessions. All resident
Lead Avenue and First Street.
friends will be sorry to learn of his
tions
furnishings will be of marble, Mr. dangerous
illness.
To the box car where he slept.
or
Huckel, a representative
the HarAutomatic
'Phone, 308.
The sleeping hobo muttered.
Colorado
vey system stated,
and glass partiSoothing and Comforting.
Red 131.
As the cop hud 'him in hand,
tions will separate the dining room
The soothing and comforting effects
And he said "I make a motion
f
from the lunch counter, and the
DeWitt's Witch Hazel Salve, whet,
You let me send a telegram."
verware and linen will lie of the j applied to Piles, cuts, lxils, etc.,
cm rrMtfl
N. PEACH & CO.
ftf!
He said "I will send notice
dues pain almost instantly. This Salve
To an
girl of mine,
drawn out the inflammation, reduce
RKAL K STATE DEALERS
Knr once I was pinched at Needles,
The following statement regarding . swelling an,l acts as n rubefacient,
Automatic 'phone, S3. Office,
At Needles, on the line.
free thansportutlon has been made thus circulating the blood through the
West Gold Avenii".
public by the AlCiiison. Topeka
& j diseased parts, permitting or aldln
"Ill tcll her just how this hap- - Santa Fe Railroad company: Adver- - Nature to permanently remove the
pened.
Using contracts for 19b6 will be made trouble entirely. Sold by all drug-bO.
t'he Santa Fe system on the same gists.
And when I can get around
INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE
o
To her I'll make good every penny. conservative basis as last year. We!
NOTARY PUBLIC.
will continue to exchange tickets and! SPECIAL. RATES TO COLORADO,
Guarantee it safe and sound.
Room 5. Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
Western live stock show and Joint
For, believe me. it's a sad mistake, transportation for advertising in me-- i
Automatic Telephone, 174.
sir; 'iunis that bring satisfactory returns. ' convention or the American Stock',
fS rowers'
pOCOCXXXXDCCOCXXD
my
health,
In
association.
Live
we
came
for
National
some
are
paying
here
cash
And
instances
Mv lungs are very weak and sore: for advertising space, where it is a! Stock assocfation and National Wool
WE GIVE
drowers association. Denver, Colo.
You can tell from the way I ilisplav ad."
Vou best satisfaction
In
mill
January 29 and February 3, 1!mi. For!
belch.
I
Remedy
Specific,
a
This
work.
It is rumored that Manager Pillow.; Ihe above occasion the Santa Fe will;
And she never has refused me
Clve
Sure
to
Satisfaction.
r
ALBUQUERQUE PLANING MILL
When I told her of my liard "i the Cardenas Harvey house at sell excursion tickets to Denver. Col- nun
nut
irini.la.l. t olo.. may go to HI Paso to orado Springs and Pueblo and ret urn It cleanses, soothes, heals.anl protects tWi -luck;
C
cnarge
c.
ot
rare
of
ncesstons
take
the
the
t
plus
m.
the
at
$2
rate
one
of
I
deny
know she can
for the diseased membrane.
And
It cur-- Cabtrrh an.fii
denew
Murvey
trip.
people
Union
in
in
up.
round
T.
K.
She will certainly dig
Pl'KDY.
iinves awv a. Cold in w Head miioklv.9 4XXXXXXXXXXXXXDCOCOCXXOOOO
Mr reiuiw iias neen in ri I'aso
Agent. liestorcs the Sonses of Ta-fThen everything will be straight- and SmclLJIo
n
past
.
repre-i
week
he
the
wilh
Ammrlcmn Block
I jtwy to uat). ' Contains no iubirious dr.igs.j
;
other
o
Cerrilio
ened
Jim
Corhett's
or
iu
pari
Shaw
Harvey
.system,
in
the
sentatlves
nlav
the
Appliisl
absorbed.!
pay
my
into the nostrils and
fini
I'll 'have the cash to
s).'-tinthe new depot, and while his in which he is siarring is all words Ijirgo Size, 50 cents at Druggists or Ly
For she done it once at K. C.
an,l
no
.Tim has a long ami mail; Trial Size, 10 cents by liiuiL
action.
appointment
to
El
the
place
Paso
has
At K. C. on the line.
not been officially made, it. is under-- ; 'horough training for the part,
ELY BROTHERS, 66 Warren St., New York.
stood from a reliable source that Mr.
The weary hobo sent the notice.
- fellow will take charge of El Paso . And wailed for a reply, in vain.
one can lie round lor
AJways asking and being answered as um as
Trinidad house.
j""'
AVith a reply about the same.
COKE - MILL WOOD
.
'
Fines! Whiski es
The jailor came in and told him,
S
C.eorge
Haywood,
old
colored
"Mv boy, this day is rhe last;
an'
KINDLING
who has been in the employ of
For tomorrow you go on the
Wines, Brandies. Etc.
I Jiniry-Sliarrhe
eomConstruction
pile,
0 JOSEPH BARNETT, Prop'r.
And they will keep yon going l,n.v a corral man for the past twen-fast.' ,v years, and who but recently
arSAMPLE AND 0
'rived in Albuquerque with two car
m
wesi
The hobo muttered language
GOTH 'PHONES
rcanroad
Avenue
CLUB ROOMS
1,nls
of
trans-Aii'mules that were being
l
Which sounded most profane.
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sw.irc he would not labor;
It would ruin his fair name.
were
Bui. a s it proved, his word
useless.
His previous record would not
stand:
Now he Is doing time hi AlbiKiuer-- j
L7TTT1
que
Ai
lie Kio
Albuquerque. on
(iraude.
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$2.75

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.
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,.,.,

Wholesale Grocers

-

i
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I

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers

A

,,.,

j

ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

j

lo-l-
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I

I

FAVORITISiVS IN RAILROAD RVTES

GROSS, KELLY Si CO., INC.

m

,

fi.

r.

-

FOUND AT LAST

Woolens laundered without shrinking. We have added to our )
iearty well equipped luundery a machine wKh irhlch we csn handle
woolens without, shrinking. When we are through with tbera they
are Just like new. If other laundries shrink them, bring them to at
and we will straighten tbem out for you.

PRATT SJCO.

OCOOCXXXXX)CXXX)CXXXXXXXXX5

"GOOD HORSES!"
WHY
NOT GOOD HARNESS?
Make matters match. If you're the
proud possessor of a fine horso or
team see to it that their equipment is

Staple and Fancy

JFpb VI

if

"ReB(co?gP0Ss,,

IMPERIAL LAUNDRY CO

keeping with their worth. We have
for turning out harness
which bears critical inspoction from
any viewpoint strength, style, durability, price moderation. As to the
latter, we will be glad to quote you
cost any time you ask It. Please ask.
In

a reputation

-

WALKER,

j

,

-

ALBUQUERQUE CARRIAGE CO.

--

'
'

j

tOOOOCXXXXXXXXXXXXXOC)OOC0

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO.
General Bolldtog Supplies

SCREEN DOORS

216-21- 7

Third and Marquette

Both Phones

BAIN

.
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RAILROAD TOPICS
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rIUniPtai
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General Contractor

mMm

--

I

-

sw-or-

OLD

4 mm

s.
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WHOLESALE
and RETAIL

a-- t

Albuquerque.

CATARRH

OPEN PLUMBING,

snh-fines- t.

old-tim- e

8S5

A. SLEYSTER

trnti

!

Colorado phone 284.

&

Auto phone

671.

...OUR...

i--

J

s

BUT

The Standard Heating
Plumbing Company

3&
Ely's Cream Balm

i

1

N. M,

tight joints. Our modern method ol
sanitary plumbing is seemly clean,
and the piping is easily gotten at
when there's the slightest difficulty,
whii seldom occurs, for the plumbing
Is "open" while the Joints are tight.
If you have a thought of plumbing,
think of us.

sll-Jo-

I

HICKOBY

-

li.

a

COAL
$6.00 Per

t

j

iIe

Ton

The St. Elmo

rock-'n,an-

p

Tolu, Tar and Wild Cherry
is not as good as a prescription from your doctor, but lt la prepared
with as much care, and Is t,he best all 'round "hit or miss" Cougli
Syrup we know of.

The Williams Drug Co.
117

W.H.Hahn&Co

o o

(no

n

I

It. C. D.

RAILROAD

Both 'Phonas.

AVENUE.

Subscribe for the Citizen and Get the News

o

rr

Air sT.

1

9

The Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico

William P. Clark, runner Innnrial
advertiser for the Santa Fe. left last
nisht on a business trip to Kansas
City in the interests of a local

Located on the Been

A. (! Wells, geneial manager of the!
Sun'u Fe coast lines, in answer to a!
telegram from the Daily Sun, wired:
"This company is not contemplating
the n moval of its shops from San
Bernardino to Ijis Angeles."
1 nrivate
excursion partv from
Mass.,
made up tuosily oil
Boston.
.....I.-..Ilt.l, A ll.,.,.i,.,r., H
:tt: iwii.iii i
.,u...l thn..r."
....,,M...
one last night en route to ilie Crand
Cnnyiiii and otlnr points ot interest

Cut-o- ff

of The Atchison, Topeka

&

Santa

re

Railway

Belesis 31 miles south of Albuquerque,

N. M., at the junction of the Main Line of the Santa Fe system leading east and west from Chicago,
Kansas City, Galveston and points eat to San Francisco, Los Angeles, El Paso and Old Mexico

The Belen Town and Improvement Company Own the Belen Townsite

i

111

WEST

i

business and residence lots, size J5xU2 feet, laid out with broad SO
and 7ff too: streets, with al'et :( feet wide, with beautiful lake and public park and grand old thade tree.; publlt ichool houit, eoat-inchurches. Commercial club; a population of 1,600 Inhabitants; largest mercantile establishmeLU
New Mexico; the Belen Patent Holler mill, capacity, 160 barrels daily; larga winery; threa hotel.,
restaurants, etc. Belen Is the largest shipping point for wool, flour, wheat, lne,
beans and hay In Central Ntw Meii- - o. Its Importance as a great commercial railroad city in the near futura cannot b estimated.

Of

nnrl.tr
iiurl v
....... '
the personal direction of Williams &l
Mason, excursionists.
,

v

111

,..

f. ,rt
in...
iiuiiM
l

Thn
.

c".-.-

.

116,000;

I

A party of fifty colored recruits, fori
duty in i lie Philippines, who were en- Barracks, ten
listed at Jefferson
mill's sou' L of St. Uniis., passed
through the city last night en route
to San Francisco, where they will embark for the Philippines. The party
was in charge of Lieutenant Moran,
and came in "n No. I and left on

No. 7.

J

lt,.

ALL

Jnb, I1.?

FAST LIMITED EXPRESS. MAIL AND FREIGHT TRAINS DP THE
SANTA FE ROUTE

ffe,r"1 V
wood yard, drug atore,

f

barney

Clt7' We,) grade1, (n,1D' or tbeal
shop, etc.. etc. Also a
flret-clas-

s

WILL CO OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN. EAST AND WEST. NORTH

bv cultivation): no sand

el

We need

Srit-clas-

s

AND SOUTH.

bakery, tailor slop, sbce house, Jeweler, plumbing iboa, planing mill.

modern botol'

OUR PRICES OF LOTS
TITLE PERFECT: WARRANTY DEEDS
ARE LOW AND TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS;
APPLY AT ONCE FOR MP AND PRICES. IF VOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS TO

.

Annie Stevens,
daughter of .1. !. Stevens, a Santa Fe
machinist u' Topeka. Kan., was criminally assaulted in that city the other
dayand a a roiilt. is nearly dead.
Jiiilns Pritchard. a police character
of Topeka, ha been arrested, charg- 1

1.UUU

kal

The Belen Town and Improvement Company
WM.
BERGER,

JOHN BECKER, President

M.

k

Secretary

4
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PACE EIGHT.

n

M
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WEST RAILROAD AVi

T,OCAL, AND

PMIxSONAL

JE.

DAY

Fair tonight and Sunday, except
snow in north portion. Tonight, colder,
with
cold wave in north and east
portions.
The sun roe this morning at 7:9
and set at 5:13, making time of sunlight 10 hours and 4 minutes. The
moon rose at 2:57 a. m. On this day,
1881, King Kalaklia. of Hawaii, died.
Tomorrow will be the third Sunday
after Epiphamy. Today was cloudy
for the first thirds but clear, warm and
pleasant for the remainder of the day,
though a little windy.

TO
The 1h'i material, tho best HhucmakliiK, lone their effectiveness If
tlie shoes lark fll. Tho shoo that hurts or offends tho eye nover has
friends. Our shoes are gtylish lookliiK, easy shoes; just biff enough In
the rlKht place, snui: enoiiKh whore necessary.
Result:
Comfort and
shape, retained as lotiK as they last.
All the evidence of rnn'ful sTioemaking Is eo distinctive that they
won, they will soon prove their meritorious
win favor at once, anil oik-qualities to you.
Men'n Shoes, from
$1.65 to $4.00
$1.35 to $4.00
Women's Shoes, from
$1.00 to $2.50
Shoes for Boys and Girls

New Goods
are being constantly received, which
Insures our customers receiving per
fectly fresh articles. We handle only
the best and most reliable brands of
every kind of food products, and sell
prices.
them at
bed-roc-

'

F. F. TROTTER
Nus.

118

and

120

South Second

St

009&SOOSOSOSOOSQCmOmCm

GEO. W. HICKOX & CO.
NEW MEXICO'S LEADING JEWELERS
Successors to Mr. H. E. Fox.
ock and good will of Mr. H. E. Fos
solicit your patronage.
in the above business, we respectfully
1,. two black walnut
February
We shall offer for sale for delivery
wall cases and some up to dale show cases, to make room for our
new furnishings. Call at the store and Inspect them.
Having purchased the

s

South Second Street

The Arch Front
asm
mom

I
1

00000000

O0OOOOO004i
Money to Loan

fl

DIAMONDS

All sizes 'and values;" watches, rings and general

jewelry stock, at
bargain rates.
UNREDEEMED PLEDGES AT LOW PRICES.
,

aX
2
5

HENRY YANOW, the Pawn Broker
WEST RAILROAD

114

Private entrance

on side

street.

AVENUE.

ooocoooooo oooooooooo
Sash, Doors,
Glass,
Cement and Rex Flintkote
Roofing. Mail Orders Promptly Filled.

Lttmfceg,

LUMBER

ALBUQUERQUE

First and Marquette,

nn nmm

E Hr

hi ill

..

-

AND WEATHER.

CO.

Albuquerque, N. M.
THE

Diamond Palace
RAILROAD AVE.

Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry, Cut Glass, Clocks, silverware,
your trade and guarantee A SQUARE DEAL.

Don't forget the opening ilnno
at
the Casino tonight.
Mrs. V. II. Went left Inst evening
for New York and Providence, li. I.,
for a visit.
niakely Graham, a minlnK eiiKinoer
of Denver, Colo., In In the city for a
Tew days' visit with friends.
A marriage license was .granted today to AllagrHcia
Montoya and
Kresques, Loth of littrelas.
F. T.. Hall, of fiolden, has arrived
In the city and accepted a position
with the Amtrlcan Lumber company,
In the mechanical department.
Mrs. W. H. (ir.er, wife of the president, of
the Albuquerque. Traction
company, returned this morning from
a visit to southern New Mexico.
Tlie Murrav and
Mack company,
scheiul(l for tonight, at the Klks' opera house, arrived on the limited this
afternoon. There will he no "waits"
at the opera house.
Marriage licenses were granted yes
terday in probate court to Dolores
Padilla and Valentine Sals, borh of
Harelas, and to Felesta Sals and Juan
Estehan Trujillo, both of Martinez.
Robert Mclntyre has beeu engaged
to deliver one of Ills famous lectures
In Albuquerque on Washington's birthday. It will be under the auspices
of the Grand Army of the Republic.
Rev. N. V. Alger is celebrating his
72d birthday today. Rev. Mr. Alger is
still hale and heartv and looks many
years younger than he Is. He has
lived In Albuquerque for the past four
teen years.
Two milk wagons, one belonging to
Albers Liros., and the ofher to ' the
Highland dairy, I I'came tangled up
on Railroad avenue last nignt ami
caused a bit otxcitement for a while.
Both teams became frightened and ran
away, smashing up both wagons. No
one was hurt.
Four companies of the Twenty-nintUnited States infantry, until last
night stationed at Fort Bliss, near
El Paso, passed through the city this
afternoon en route to Fort Logan,
Colo. Colored BOldlers from Fort
Reno, Okla., will succeed the Twenty- ninth at Fort Bliss.
Mrs. W. H. Mills, recently of Kan
sas City, 'has opened a studio at the
residence of Mr. and Mrs. H. L.
I.Indemann, 412 South Fifth street.
Mrs. Mills will be stopping at the
Llndemann'8 until she Is enabled to
secure rooms for a Btudlo In the business section of the city.
Yesterday F. H. Kent, the real es
tate agent, sold to Colonel Jo'hn Bor- radalle the James Archer lot on West
Gold avenue the lot adjoining the
building now occupied by the Star
company;
consideration,
Furniture
$4,000.
It Is understood that the new
owner will soon improve the lot with
a business building.
There la great danger to life and
property In the vicinity of the Al
bright block on North Third street.
which was partially destroyed by ft rf
last spring. The wind Is playing with
the tin roofing of the building, and If
a gust Bhould come along sufficient to
tear It loose from Its anchorage, great
damage might result.
Thomas Dord of Chicago, has ar
rived In the city to look after the in
teretts of his deceased brother, Philip
Lord, who was one of the first con
ductors of the traction company s
lines, and who died at El Paso last
week as the result of being caught In
a snow storm near nts rancn at
Philip Lord was well known
here and had many friends.
Klectriclty was turned into the elec
trical pumps on the Terrace addition
this morning. Water came forth in a
great volume and seemed to be of an
inexhaustible supply. M. P. Stamm,
president of the Terrace Improvement company, says that they are going to make the Terrace addition re
splendent with trees, grass and flowers as soon an spring arrives.
C. E. Newcomer has accepted the
position of superintendent of the Al
buquerque Traction company, made
vacant by the resignation of M. O.
Chadbourue. He assumed his duties
today. Mr. Newcomer has much executive ability and gives promise of
making a satisfactory superintendent,
both to the patrons and the management of the company.
s
Charles Kunz, who played
bae ball at second base for the
Browns last year and the
year previous, with the New Mexico
first-clas-
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119 We ST COLD AVENUE

122 SOUTH SECOND STREET

jMjjjjrt 1 90c

stiff

75

PAREWEL jVtothe
of these Shirts this week.
f last
a handful
There are
wa?t to
if
genuine
real
partake of a
bargain, betteruy
early.
worth
and
each.

..o.i
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I

Green Tagged, OOc each

s

JUST ANOTHER WEEK OF

GREEN

WE

made
season.

two-stor-

TAG

BARGAINS

SO GET BUSY

of heavy underwear. We have
reductions,
if you take ad
would be
to buy for next

vantage

one-thir-

Me-Ke-

SIMON STERN

first-clas-

Fer-gusso- n,

por-tierr- es,

THE BIRDSELL WAGON

s

T--

Are you looking for some exception
ally strong foot wear for your boy
We have a seamless shoe with Kanga
roo Calf uppers, heavy double soles
and lomr tio. which will stand the
hardest kind of wear and at the same
time fits well and looks neat. Sizes
C.
13 to 2. $2.00; 2
to 5V4,
May's Shoe Store, 314 West Railroad
avenue.

WHITNEY COMPANY!
113-115-1-

?

PERCY WILSON TELLS OF

17

North First Street
Wholesal Distributers for New Mexico and Arizona.
South First Street

2

The largest stock west of Kansas City.

S

IN GRANT COUNTY

DANCEI
DANCEI
DANCEI
AT COLOMBO HALL TONIGHT.
GENTLEMEN, 50c; LADIES, FREE.

Percy Wilson, a rising young attorney of Silver City, was in AlbuREMEMBER
querque yesterday en route home from
THE REGULAR 50
CENT SUNDAY DINNER AT THE
a trip to Santa Fe.
Speaking of conditions in Grant ZEIGER CAFE, FROM 12 TO 3 P. M.
county, Mr. Wilson stated that the
OCOOCOOOCKXXXICOCXJCOcXODO
mining and cattle raising industries
HIGHEST PRICE PAID FOR
were in excellent shape, and that
cattlemen expected to break previous
OLD CLOTHING.
records this year.
M. Langer,
guage
"The building of a narrow
303 SOUTH
FIRST STREET.
line from Sliver City to Pinos Altos,
Corner of Silver Avenue.
by the Comanche Mining & Smelting
OCCOOOCOOCXXXX)OOCXDOOCOC
company, has opened up much valuvicinmining
properties
in that
able
ity," said Mr. Wilson. "Work in the
Burro mountains is flourishing. The
Azure company and the Hermosa
copper company are extending their
scope of work. Cattle ranges are in M
good condition, there is plenty of
water, and altogether. Grant county 2
WHOLESALE
is in a mtv prosperous condition "

WHERE TO

Cut Flowers

WEST

no nilHakt

anta fe avenue.
it

n

I

X K WELL

Santa Fe Restaurant

REGULAR MEALS, 25 CENTS,
bervlce a la carte, Day and Night. Private dining room.
OYSTERS RECEIVED DAILY. FISH, LOBSTERS AND GAME

'

IN

SEASON.

Under Savoy Hotel, opposite Passenger Hotel.
C. E. SUNTAGG, Proprietor.

ITxfl

4T

HARDWARE

Proprietors

h

C F. MYERS

?

Auto. Phone 185

'J""W1

Bi'w
RETAIL

WM. McINTOSH

Colo. Phone 197

J

A IO IV IS THE TIME to buy your Heating Stoves.
selling them out at actual cost.

f
f
INSPECT the

AND
CALLtho
Southwest.

We are

p

largest stock of Stoves and Ranges

trial for

Artistic Floral Work
IVES,' THer ftow's
319

D

Elo- -

BEST DINNER IN THE CITY AT
THE COLUMBUS HOTEL TOMORROW. 25 CENTS.

You will msk
by giving ut a

401-40- 3

U'rito for Wholesale Prices on Plows and Other Farm Implements

.

Hot, fret! lunch at the White
pliant timliiht.

E. L, WA SHBURN CO.

190

5

REMEMBER
THE REGULAR
CENT SUNDAY DINNER AT THfE
ZEIGER CAFE, FROM 12 TO 3 P. M

All Odd Pairs of Shoes in this Sale only $2.25, worth from
$3.00 to $4.00 per pair.

2.

VFE

DANCE!
DANCE1 DANCE!
AT COLOMBO HALL TONIGHT.
GENTLEMEN,
50c; LADIES, FREE.

SPECIAL ON MEN'S SHOES

JArl'UARY

Military academy, has received an of- LOUD HOWL IS
,
,
WIMIII1JHI
HEARD
WlllltUILgJHUIWWWII
fer from tho Pltlohurg, Kan., team,
where Roy McDonald, another of t'rte
ON SCAVENGER DEAL
Drowns, played two years ago. The
offer, of course. Is only for a
but there s little ttoitM finit him not PEOPLE OBJECT TO SEVEN YEAR
making Rood, It be ran put np the
vviim
THE GAR- BAGE MAN, AS ENACTED,
some kind of good? that be delivered
last year.
l.asi evening at the residence of
n.OU ,lke to be ,he garbage
INTEND TO BID
was passed from mouth
Mr. and Mr.-- . Thomas llubbell. Miss man?
to
mouth
last
evening
forty
when through
l.ela Armijo entertained about
one
I be Lvenlng
Citizen it became known
of her friends with a card party. The that
common
the
council
house was tastefully decorated for the
only
left, so you
instructing the mayor to
occasion, two large elk 'heads, one at ' "
the,'
the city
the main entrance, the other in
avenger for a term with
of seven years.
dinlnif room, both trimmed with red
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THE USUAL BIG SUNDAY DINNotice to Stockholder.
Inlodge
promises to
terial and the
sni!lax, red bells and Indian draper- NER AT THE COLUMBUS HOTEL'
The annual meeting of the stockcome one f the strongest, in the ies. The place cards were miniature TOMORROW.
holders of the
Building
west.
Indian blankets and the favors were
and Loan Association will be held
Sherm.in Br.wn and J. E. Dronk. In- swastika pins. Among those who
Thursday evening, January 25, 1906.
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
terested In mining properties in the
the hospitality or the young
at 8 o'clock, In the secretary's office.
southern part of the territory, left lady were the Misses Helen Rodey,
Room
Grant block, for the transWhite woman to do wash- action 19,
this morning for a trip of inspection Minnie Zuckerberg, Sue Dobson, May WANTED
such business as may come
ing.
Inquire
at 509 South Arno St. before of
among some investment
properties Hazledlne. Mabel Strong, Erna
said meeting.
Lillian Spit and Irma Schus- WANTED TO RENT One or two
they are contemplating purchasing,
H, H. TILTON.
rooms, permanently, furnished for
and will be absent several days In the ter.
Secretary.
housekeeping; must be reasonable. Albuquerque, N. M., Jan. 17, 1906.
During the course of the afternoon,
hills. Mr. Brown Is the owner of the
Address E. M. D., Citizen office.
Davidson theater in Milwaukee, and Mr. and Mrs. O. A. Campfleld, sur
Auction.
Mr. Iironk Is a prominent capitalist prised the quests by announcing the FOR RENT Alfalfa and truck ranch
engagement of their daughter, Ada
of the City of Beers.
for rent; one hour's drive from 409Wednesday, Jan. 24. at 1:30 sharp,
West Slate avenue, I will sell the
to Mr. Howard Clarke, of this city.
town. Address William A. Brown,
The Impractical
Joker that tele- H..Miss
bran new furnishings of Mrs. F. HickCampfleld received the hejrtl-e- st
Alameda.
phoned The Evening Citizen last evman's four room house. Goods consist
from her friends,
ening that car No. 3 ef the street who congratulations
DON'T FORGET THE SUNDAY of range, kitchen cabinet, dishes, utenrailway company, had been held up In piness.Rhared with her her great hapDINNER AT THE COLUMBUS HO- sils, linoleum, $25 dining table, $50
Barelas, and passengers had been
sideboard, leather bottom and back
TOMORROW.
TEL
robbed of $400 In Jewelry and money, AGED CHURCH FALLS
, dining
chairs, beautiful leather rock
o
was too coarse for any use. The Citiers, $30 mission settee, $25 pair
BUT NO ONE IS HURT.
Get a hot weiner at the White Elezen only had to telephone to the TracEl Paso, Texas, Jan. 2. The an$40 worth of Battenburg lace
tion company office to find that the cient Catholic church at Temosachic, phant tonight.
curtains, couch, heater, brussells caro
story was a fake.
pets, rugs, pictures, renter tables,
188 years old, built by missionaries
DON'T FORGET THE OPENING folding couch, etc. These goods are
Mrs. Jacob Yrlssarl and family, and to convert the Indians, has collapsed.
Mrs. J. R. Armijo, wife of the county Nobody was Injured, but the building DANCE AT THE CASINO TONIGHT. absolute ysanitary and have only
been in use a month. See goods Tuestreasurer, and family, left last night is a complete wreck.
DON'T FORGET THE 8UNDAY day before sale.
for Bernalillo, to attend a mass that
Subscribe for The Citizen and get DINNER AT THE COLUMBUS HOwill be sung In the Catholic church
H. S. KNIGHT.
TEL" TOMORROW.
Auctioneer.
there for the repose of the soul of the the news.
late Hon. Pedro Perea.
Miss Anna McGillan,
of Baraga,
Mich., In company with her sister,
o
Mrs. John Mcintosh, and the latter's
two daughters, Martha and Marguer
ite, arrived In the city yesterday and
mTTTTl TTTrvTT
It
will remain several weeks, the guest
of relatives.,,.
Robert Martin of Cuchillo, a member
of the territorial cattle sanitary board,
who has been In the city several days,
left last night for Las Vegas to attend
a meeting of the board. He expects
to return to Albuquerque Sunday.
A regular meeting of tfohn A. Logan Circle No. 1, Ladles of tho Grand
Army of the Republic, w ill be held to-at 7:30 in t'ae I. O. O. F. hall
All members are requested to be present. Etta B. Allison, secretary.
Mrs. H. W. Douel, of Chicago, ac
companled by her daughter, Margaret,
arrived in tho city last night and will
remain the rest of the winter for the
benefit of 'her healtn.
George H. Webster, Jr., of Sierra
county, left this morning on No. 2 for
Santa Fe, where he goes to attend the
Inauguration of Herbert J. Hagerman
THE CUSHIONED DOUBLETREE SAVES THE HORSE'S SHOULDER.
as governor.
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The sale goes steadily on. We are clearing our shelves of all Winter
Goods. Ask to see our Suits at $10.50, $13.50 and $14.73
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